GETTING THE FUTURE RIGHT

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS
Did you know that artificial intelligence already plays a role in deciding what unemployment benefits someone gets, where a burglary is likely to take place, whether someone is at risk of cancer, or who sees that catchy advertisement for low mortgage rates?

We speak of artificial intelligence (AI) when machines do the kind of things that only people used to be able to do. Today, AI is more present in our lives than we realise – and its use keeps growing. The possibilities seem endless. But how can we fully uphold fundamental rights standards when using AI?

This report presents concrete examples of how companies and public administrations in the EU are using, or trying to use, AI. It discusses the potential implications for fundamental rights and shows whether and how those using AI are taking rights into account.

FRA interviewed just over a hundred public administration officials, private company staff, as well as diverse experts – including from supervisory and oversight authorities, non-governmental organisations and lawyers – who variously work in the AI field.

Based on these interviews, the report analyses how fundamental rights are taken into consideration when using or developing AI applications. It focuses on four core areas – social benefits, predictive policing, health services and targeted advertising. The AI uses differ in terms of how complex they are, how much automation is involved, their potential impact on people, and how widely they are being applied.

The findings underscore that a lot of work lies ahead – for everyone.

One way to foster rights protection is to ensure that people can seek remedies when something goes awry. To do so, they need to know that AI is being used. It also means that organisations using AI need to be able to explain their AI systems and how they deliver decisions based on them.

Yet the systems at issue can be truly complex. Both those using AI systems, and those responsible for regulating their use, acknowledge that they do not always fully understand them. Hiring staff with technical expertise is key.

Awareness of potential rights implications is also lacking. Most know that data protection can be a concern, and some refer to non-discrimination. They are less aware that other rights – such as human dignity, access to justice and consumer protection, among others – can also be at risk. Not surprisingly, when developers review the potential impact of AI systems, they tend to focus on technical aspects.

To tackle these challenges, let’s encourage those working on human rights protection and those working on AI to cooperate and share much-needed knowledge – about tech and about rights.
Those who develop and use AI also need to have the right tools to assess comprehensively its fundamental rights implications, many of which may not be immediately obvious. Accessible fundamental rights impact assessments can encourage such reflection and help ensure that AI uses comply with legal standards.

The interviews suggest that AI use in the EU, while growing, is still in its infancy. But technology moves quicker than the law. We need to seize the chance now to ensure that the future EU regulatory framework for AI is firmly grounded in respect for human and fundamental rights.

We hope the empirical evidence and analysis presented in this report spurs policymakers to embrace that challenge.

Michael O’Flaherty
Director
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Key findings and FRA opinions

New technologies have profoundly changed how we organise and live our lives. In particular, new data-driven technologies have spurred the development of artificial intelligence (AI), including increased automation of tasks usually carried out by humans. The COVID-19 health crisis has boosted AI adoption and data sharing – creating new opportunities, but also challenges and threats to human and fundamental rights.

Developments in AI have received wide attention by the media, civil society, academia, human rights bodies and policymakers. Much of that attention focuses on its potential to support economic growth. How different technologies can affect fundamental rights has received less attention. To date, we do not yet have a large body of empirical evidence about the wide range of rights AI implicates, or about the safeguards needed to ensure that the use of AI complies with fundamental rights in practice.

On 19 February 2020, the European Commission published a White Paper on Artificial Intelligence – A European approach to excellence and trust. It outlines the main principles of a future EU regulatory framework for AI in Europe. The White Paper notes that it is vital that such a framework is grounded in the EU’s fundamental values, including respect for human rights – Article 2 of the Treaty on European Union (TEU).

This report supports that goal by analysing fundamental rights implications when using artificial intelligence. Based on concrete ‘use cases’ of AI in selected areas, it focuses on the situation on the ground in terms of fundamental rights challenges and opportunities when using AI.
The overarching fundamental rights framework* that applies to the use of AI in the EU consists of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU (the Charter) as well as the European Convention on Human Rights.

Multiple other Council of Europe and international human rights instruments are relevant. These include the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the major UN human rights conventions.**

In addition, sector-specific secondary EU law, notably the EU data protection acquis and EU non-discrimination legislation, helps safeguard fundamental rights in the context of AI. Finally, the national laws of EU Member States also apply.

* For more, see FRA (2012), Bringing rights to life: The fundamental rights landscape of the European Union. Luxembourg, Publications Office of the European Union.


The report is based on 91 interviews with officials in public administration and staff in private companies, in selected EU Member States. They were asked about their use of AI, their awareness of fundamental rights issues involved, and practices in terms of assessing and mitigating risks linked to the use of AI.

Moreover, 10 interviews were conducted with experts who deal, in various ways, with the potential fundamental rights challenges of AI. This group included public bodies (such as supervisory and oversight authorities), non-governmental organisations and lawyers.
SAFEGUARDING FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS – SCOPE, IMPACT ASSESSMENTS AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Considering the full scope of fundamental rights with respect to AI

Using AI systems engages a wide range of fundamental rights, regardless of the field of application. These include – but also go beyond – privacy, data protection, non-discrimination and access to justice.

The EU Charter of Fundamental Rights (the Charter) became legally binding in December 2009 and has the same legal value as the EU treaties. It brings together civil, political, economic and social rights in a single text. Pursuant to Article 51 (1) of the Charter, the institutions, bodies, offices and agencies of the Union have to respect all the rights as embodied in the Charter. EU Member States have to do so when they are implementing Union law. This applies equally to AI as to any other field.

The fieldwork of this research shows that a large variety of systems are used under the heading of AI. The technologies analysed entail different levels of automation and complexity. They also vary in terms of the scale and potential impact on people.

FRA’s findings show that using AI systems implicate a wide spectrum of fundamental rights, regardless of the field of application. These include, but also go beyond, privacy and data protection, non-discrimination and access to justice. Yet, when addressing the impact of AI with respect to fundamental rights, the interviews show, the scope is often delimited to specific rights.

A wider range of rights need to be considered when using AI, depending on the technology and area of use. In addition to rights concerning privacy and data protection, equality and non-discrimination, and access to justice, other rights could be considered. These include, for example, human dignity, the right to social security and social assistance, the right to good administration (mostly relevant for the public sector) and consumer protection (particularly important for businesses). Depending on the context of the AI use, any other right protected in the Charter needs consideration.

FRA OPINION 1

When introducing new policies and adopting new legislation on AI, the EU legislator and the Member States, acting within the scope of EU law, must ensure that respect for the full spectrum of fundamental rights, as enshrined in the Charter and the EU Treaties, is taken into account. Specific fundamental rights safeguards need to accompany relevant policies and laws.

In doing so, the EU and its Member States should rely on robust evidence concerning AI’s impact on fundamental rights to ensure that any restrictions of certain fundamental rights respect the principles of necessity and proportionality.

Relevant safeguards need to be provided for by law to effectively protect against arbitrary interference with fundamental rights and to give legal certainty to both AI developers and users. Voluntary schemes for observing and safeguarding fundamental rights in the development and use of AI can further help mitigate rights violations. In line with the minimum requirements of legal clarity – as a basic principle of the rule of law and a prerequisite for securing fundamental rights – the legislator has to take due care when defining the scope of any such AI law.

Given the variety of technology subsumed under the term AI and the lack of knowledge about the full scope of its potential fundamental rights impact, the legal definition of AI-related terms might need to be assessed on a regular basis.
Using effective impact assessments to prevent negative effects

Prior impact assessments mainly focus on technical issues. They rarely address potential effects on fundamental rights. This is because knowledge on how AI affects such rights is lacking.

Deploying AI systems engages a wide spectrum of fundamental rights, regardless of the field of application. Pursuant to Article 51(1) of the Charter, EU Member States must respect all rights embodied in the Charter when they are implementing Union law. In line with existing international standards – notably the United National Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) – businesses should have in place “a human rights due diligence process to identify, prevent, mitigate and account for how they address their impacts on human rights” (Principles 15 and 17). This is irrespective of their size and sector, and encompasses businesses working with AI.

While pursuing its commitments to the UNGPs, the EU has adopted several legislative acts addressing sector-specific instruments, in particular in the context of due diligence-related obligations for human rights. Discussions are currently underway on proposing new EU secondary law. Such law would require businesses to carry out due diligence of the potential human rights and environmental impacts of their operations and supply chains. Such law would likely be cross-sectoral and provide for sanctions for non-compliance – which should encompass the use of AI. See FRA’s recent report on Business and Human rights – access to remedy, which calls for improved horizontal human rights diligence rules for EU-based companies.

Impact assessments are an important tool for businesses and public administration alike to mitigate the potential negative impact of their activities on fundamental rights. EU law in specific sectors requires some forms of impact assessments, such as Data Protection Impact Assessments under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Many interviewees reported that a data protection impact assessment, as required by law, was conducted. However, these took different forms. Moreover, prior assessments, when conducted, focus mainly on technical aspects. They rarely address potential impacts on fundamental rights. According to some interviewees, fundamental rights impact assessments are not carried out when an AI system does not, or appears not to, affect fundamental rights negatively.

The research shows that the interviewees’ knowledge on fundamental rights – other than data protection and, to some extent, non-discrimination – is limited. The majority acknowledge, however, that the use of AI has an impact on fundamental rights. Some interviewees indicate that their systems do not affect fundamental rights, which is to some extent linked to the tasks the AI systems are used for.

All respondents are aware of data protection issues. Most respondents also realise that discrimination could – generally – be a problem when AI is used.
However, the exact meaning and applicability of rights related to data protection and non-discrimination remains unclear to many respondents. The research findings show differences between the private and public sector. Interviewees from the private sector are often less aware of the wider range of fundamental rights that could be affected. Data protection issues are known to the private sector. However, other rights, such as non-discrimination or access to justice-related rights, are less well known among business representatives who work with AI. Some were fully aware of potential problems. But others said that the responsibility for checking fundamental rights issues lies with their clients.

Ensuring effective oversight and overall accountability

Businesses and public administrations that are developing and using AI are in contact with various bodies that are responsible for overseeing AI-related systems within their respective mandates and sectors. These bodies include data protection authorities. But those using AI are not always sure which bodies are responsible for overseeing AI systems.

In line with well-established international human rights standards – for example, Article 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and Article 51 of the Charter – states are obliged to secure people’s rights and freedoms. To effectively comply, states have to – among others – put in place effective monitoring and enforcement mechanisms. This applies equally with respect to AI.

At the level of monitoring, the findings point to the important role of specialised bodies established in specific sectors that are also responsible for AI oversight within their mandates. These include, for example, oversight in the area of banking, or data protection authorities. A variety of such bodies are potentially relevant to the oversight of AI from a fundamental rights perspective. However, the responsibilities of bodies concerning the oversight of AI remains unclear to many of those interviewed from the private and the public sector.

Public administrations’ use of AI is sometimes audited, as part of their regular audits. Private companies in specific sectors also have specialised oversight bodies, for example in the area of health or financial services. These also check the use of AI and related technologies, for example as part of their certification schemes. Private sector interviewees expressed a wish for bodies that could provide expert advice on the possibilities and legality of potential AI uses.

In the EU, there is a well-developed set of independent bodies with a mandate to protect and promote fundamental rights. These include data protection authorities, equality bodies, national human rights institutions and ombuds institutions. The research shows that those using or planning to use AI often contacted different bodies about their use of AI, such as consumer protection bodies.

FRA OPINION 3

The EU and Member States should ensure that effective accountability systems are in place to monitor and, where needed, effectively address any negative impact of AI systems on fundamental rights. They should consider, in addition to fundamental rights impact assessments (see FRA opinion 2), introducing specific safeguards to ensure that the accountability regime is effective. This could include a legal requirement to make available enough information to allow for an assessment of the fundamental rights impact of AI systems. This would enable external monitoring and human rights oversight by competent bodies.

The EU and Member States should also make better use of existing oversight expert structures to protect fundamental rights when using AI. These include data protection authorities, equality bodies, national human rights institutions, ombuds institutions and consumer protection bodies.

Additional resources should be earmarked to establish effective accountability systems by ‘upskilling’ and diversifying staff working for oversight bodies. This would allow them to deal with complex issues linked to developing and using AI.

Similarly, the appropriate bodies should be equipped with sufficient resources, powers and – importantly – expertise to prevent and assess fundamental rights violations and effectively support those whose fundamental rights are affected by AI.

Facilitating cooperation between appropriate bodies at national and European level can help share expertise and experience. Engaging with other actors with relevant expertise – such as specialist civil society organisations – can also help. When implementing such actions at national level, Member States should consider using available EU funding mechanisms.
Most often, users of AI contacted data protection authorities to seek guidance, input or approval where personal data processing was involved. Interviewed experts highlight the relevance of data protection authorities for overseeing AI systems with respect to the use of personal data. However, they also note that data protection authorities are under-resourced for this task and lack specific expertise on AI issues.

Experts, including those working for oversight bodies such as equality bodies and data protection authorities, agree that the expertise of existing oversight bodies needs to be strengthened to allow them to provide effective oversight of AI related issues. According to the experts, this can be challenging given that these bodies’ resources are already stretched. They also highlighted the important role of relevant civil society organisations specialised in the fields of technology, digital rights and algorithms. They can enhance accountability in the use of AI systems.

NON-DISCRIMINATION, DATA PROTECTION AND ACCESS TO JUSTICE: THREE HORIZONTAL THEMES

The research shows that the use of AI affects various fundamental rights. Apart from context-related specific aspects that affect different rights to a varying extent, the fundamental rights topics which emerged in the research to repeatedly apply to most AI cases include: the need to ensure non-discriminatory use of AI (right not to be discriminated); the requirement to process data legally (right to personal data protection); and the possibility to complain about AI-based decisions and seek redress (right to an effective remedy and to a fair trial).

The two main fundamental rights highlighted in the interviews are data protection and non-discrimination. In addition, effective ways to complain about the use of AI came up repeatedly, linked to the right to a fair trial and effective remedy. The following three FRA opinions, which reflect these findings, should be read alongside the other opinions, which call for a more comprehensive recognition of, and response to, the full range of fundamental rights affected by AI.

Specific safeguards to ensure non-discrimination when using AI

Interviewees rarely mentioned carrying out detailed assessments of potential discrimination when using AI. This suggests a lack of in-depth assessments of such discrimination in automated decision making.

The obligation to respect the principle of non-discrimination is enshrined in Article 2 of the TEU, Article 10 of the TFEU (requiring the Union to combat discrimination on a number of grounds), and Articles 20 and 21 of the Charter (equality before the law and non-discrimination on a range of grounds). More specific and detailed provisions in several EU directives also enshrine this principle, with varying scopes of application.

Automation and the use of AI can greatly increase the efficiency of services and can scale up tasks that humans would not be able to undertake. However, it is necessary to ensure that services and decisions based on AI are not discriminatory. Recognising this, the European Commission recently highlighted the need for additional...
legislation to safeguard non-discrimination when using AI in the EU anti-racism action plan 2020-2025.

Most interviewees are in principle aware that discrimination might happen. Yet, they rarely raised this issue themselves. Only few believe their systems could actually discriminate.

Interviewees also rarely mentioned detailed assessments of potential discrimination, meaning that there is a lack of in-depth assessment of potential discrimination.

A common perception is that omitting information about protected attributes, such as gender, age or ethnic origin, can guarantee that an AI system does not discriminate. This is not necessarily true, however. Information potentially indicating protected characteristics (proxies), which can often be found in datasets, could lead to discrimination.

In certain cases, AI systems can also be used to test for and detect discriminatory behaviour, which can be encoded in datasets. However, very few interviewees mentioned the possibility of collecting such information about disadvantaged groups to detect potential discrimination. In the absence of in-depth analysis of potential discrimination in the actual use of AI systems, there is also almost no discussion and analysis of the potential positive effect of using algorithms to make decisions fairer. Moreover, none of the interviewees working on AI mentioned using AI to detect possible discrimination as a positive outcome, in the sense that discrimination can be better detected when data are analysed for potential bias.

Since detecting potential discrimination through the use of AI and algorithms remains challenging, and interviewees only briefly addressed the issue, different measures are needed to address this. These include the requirement to consider issues linked to discrimination when assessing the use of AI, and investment into further studies of potential discrimination that use a diverse range of methodologies.

This could involve, for example, discrimination testing. This could build on similar established methodologies for testing bias in everyday life, such as with respect to job applications, where the applicant’s name is changed to (indirectly) identify ethnicity. In relation to AI applications, such tests could involve the possible creation of fake profiles for online tools, which only differ with respect to protected attributes. In this way, the outcomes can be checked with respect to potential discrimination. Research could also benefit from advanced statistical analysis to detect differences in datasets concerning protected groups, and therefore can be used as a basis for exploring potential discrimination.

Finally, some research interviews underscored that results from complex machine learning algorithms are often very difficult to understand and explain. Thus, further research to better understand and explain such results (so-called ‘explainable AI’) can also help to better detect discrimination when using AI.
More guidance on data protection

Data protection is critical in the development and use of AI. Article 8 (1) of the Charter and Article 16 (1) of the TFEU provide that everyone has the right to the protection of their personal data. The GDPR and the Law Enforcement Directive (Directive (EU) 2018/680) further elaborate on this right, and include many provisions applicable to the use of AI.

The interviewees indicated that most of the AI systems they employ use personal data, meaning data protection is affected in many different ways. However, a few applications – according to the interviewees – do not use personal data, or only use anonymised data, and hence data protection law would not apply. If personal data are used, all data protection related principles and provisions apply.

This report highlights an important issue linked to data protection, which is also relevant for other fundamental rights with respect to automated decision making. According to a Eurobarometer survey, only 40% of Europeans know that they can have a say when decisions are automated. Knowledge about this right is considerably higher among those working with AI – the majority of interviewees raised this issue. However, many of the interviewees, including experts, argued that more clarity is needed on the scope and meaning of legal provisions regarding automated decision making.

In the area of social benefits, interviewees mentioned only one example of fully automated, rule-based decisions. All other applications they mentioned are reviewed by humans. Interviewees in public administration stressed the importance of human review of any decisions. However, they rarely described what such human review actually involves and how other information was used when reviewing output from AI systems.

While interviewees disagree as to whether or not the existing legislation is sufficient, many called for more concrete interpretation of the existing data protection rules with respect to automated decision making, as enshrined in Article 22 of the GDPR.

The European Data Protection Board (EDPB) and the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) should consider providing further guidance and support to effectively implement GDPR provisions that directly apply to the use of AI for safeguarding fundamental rights, in particular as regards the meaning of personal data and its use in AI, including in AI training datasets.

There is a high level of uncertainty concerning the meaning of automated decision making and the right to human review linked to the use of AI and automated decision making. Thus, the EDPB and the EDPS should also consider further clarifying the concepts of ‘automated decision making’ and ‘human review’, where they are mentioned in EU law.

In addition, national data protection bodies should provide practical guidance on how data protection provisions apply to the use of AI. Such guidance could include recommendations and checklists, based on concrete use cases of AI, to support compliance with data protection provisions.

The interviewees indicated that most of the AI systems they employ use personal data, meaning data protection is affected in many different ways. However, a few applications – according to the interviewees – do not use personal data, or only use anonymised data, and hence data protection law would not apply. If personal data are used, all data protection related principles and provisions apply.

This report highlights an important issue linked to data protection, which is also relevant for other fundamental rights with respect to automated decision making. According to a Eurobarometer survey, only 40% of Europeans know that they can have a say when decisions are automated. Knowledge about this right is considerably higher among those working with AI – the majority of interviewees raised this issue. However, many of the interviewees, including experts, argued that more clarity is needed on the scope and meaning of legal provisions regarding automated decision making.

In the area of social benefits, interviewees mentioned only one example of fully automated, rule-based decisions. All other applications they mentioned are reviewed by humans. Interviewees in public administration stressed the importance of human review of any decisions. However, they rarely described what such human review actually involves and how other information was used when reviewing output from AI systems.

While interviewees disagree as to whether or not the existing legislation is sufficient, many called for more concrete interpretation of the existing data protection rules with respect to automated decision making, as enshrined in Article 22 of the GDPR.
Effective access to justice in cases involving AI-based decisions

To effectively contest decisions based on the use of AI, people need to know that AI is used, and how and where to complain. Organisations using AI need to be able to explain their AI system and decisions based on AI.

Access to justice is both a process and a goal, and is crucial for individuals seeking to benefit from other procedural and substantive rights. It encompasses a number of core human rights. These include the right to a fair trial and to an effective remedy under Article 6 and 13 of the ECHR and Article 47 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. Accordingly, the notion of access to justice obliges states to guarantee each individual’s right to go to court – or, in some circumstances, an alternative dispute resolution body – to obtain a remedy if it is found that the individual’s rights have been violated.

In accordance with these standards, a victim of a human rights violation arising from the development or use of an AI system by a public or private entity has to be provided with access to remedy before a national authority. In line with relevant case law under Article 47 of the Charter and Article 13 of the ECHR, the remedy must be “effective in practice as well as in law”.

The research findings identify the following preconditions for the remedy to be effective in practice in cases involving AI systems and their impact on fundamental rights: everyone needs to be aware when AI is used and informed of how and where to complain. Organisations using AI must ensure that the public is informed about their AI system and the decisions based on them.

The findings show that explaining AI systems and how they make decisions in layman terms can be challenging. Intellectual property rights can hamper the provision of detailed information about how an algorithm works. In addition, certain AI systems are complex. This makes it difficult to provide meaningful information about the way a system works, and on related decisions.

To tackle this problem, some companies interviewed avoid using complex methods for certain decision making altogether, because they would not be able to explain the decisions. Alternatively, they use simpler data analysis methods for the same problem to obtain some understanding about the main factors influencing certain outcomes. Some of the private sector interviewees pointed to efforts made to gradually improve their understanding of AI technology.

FRA OPINION 6

The EU legislator and Member States should ensure effective access to justice for individuals in cases involving AI-based decisions.

To ensure that available remedies are accessible in practice, the EU legislator and Member States could consider introducing a legal duty for public administration and private companies using AI systems to provide those seeking redress information about the operation of their AI systems. This includes information on how these AI systems arrive at automated decisions. This obligation would help achieve equality of arms in cases of individuals seeking justice. It would also support the effectiveness of external monitoring and human rights oversight of AI systems (see FRA opinion 3).

In view of the difficulty of explaining complex AI systems, the EU, jointly with the Member States, should consider developing guidelines to support transparency efforts in this area. In so doing, they should draw on the expertise of national human rights bodies and civil society organisations active in this field.
EXPORTSYMBOL(groupsalloc);

void groups_free(struct group_info *group_info);

void groups_free(struct group_info *group_info)
{
    if (group_info->blocks[0] != group_info->small_block) {
        int i;
        if (group_info->blocks[0] != group_info->small_block) {
            for (i = 0; i < group_info->nblocks; i++)
                freepage((unsigned long)group_info->blocks[i]);
        }
        for (i = 0; i < group_info->nblocks; i++)
            kfree((unsigned long)group_info->blocks[i]);
    }
}

EXPORTSYMBOL(groupsfree);

/* export the groupinfo to a user-space array */

void groups_to_user(gid_t user *grouplist,
    const struct group_info *group_info)
{
    int i;
    unsigned int count = group_info->ngroups;
    int i;
    unsigned int count = group_info->ngroups;
    for (i = 0; i < group_info->nblocks; i++) {
        unsigned int cpcount = min(MGROUPS_PER_BLOCK, count);
        for (i = 0; i < group_info->nblocks; i++) {
            unsigned int len = cpcount * sizeof(*grouplist);
            unsigned int cpcount = min(MGROUPS_PER_BLOCK, count);
            unsigned int len = cpcount * sizeof(*grouplist);
            if (copyto_user(grouplist, group_info->blocks[i], len))
                return -EFAULT;
            if (copyto_user(grouplist, group_info->blocks[i], len))
                return -EFAULT;
        }
    }
}
AI AND FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS – WHY IT IS RELEVANT FOR POLICYMAKING

Artificial intelligence (AI) is increasingly used in the private and public sectors, affecting daily life. Some see AI as the end of human control over machines. Others view it as the technology that will help humanity address some of its most pressing challenges. While neither portrayal may be accurate, concerns about AI’s fundamental rights impact are clearly mounting, meriting scrutiny of its use by human rights actors.

Examples of potential problems with using AI-related technologies in relation to fundamental rights have increasingly emerged. These include:

— an algorithm used to recruit human resources was found to generally prefer men over women;¹
— an online chatbot² became ‘racist’ within a couple of hours;³
— machine translations showed gender bias;⁴
— facial recognition systems detect gender well for white men, but not for black women;⁵
— a public administration’s use of algorithms to categorise unemployed people did not comply with the law;⁶
— and a court stopped an algorithmic system supporting social benefit decisions for breaching data protection laws.⁷

These examples raise profound questions about whether modern AI systems are fit for purpose and how fundamental rights standards can be upheld when using or considering using AI systems.

This report addresses these questions by providing a snapshot of the current use of AI-related technologies in the EU – based on selected use cases – and its implications on fundamental rights.
This report is the main publication stemming from FRA’s project on Artificial intelligence, big data and fundamental rights. The project aims to assess the positive and negative fundamental rights implications of new technologies, including AI and big data.

The current report builds on the findings of a number of earlier papers:

- **Facial recognition technology: fundamental rights considerations in the context of law enforcement** (2019): this paper outlines and analyses fundamental rights challenges triggered when public authorities deploy live FRT for law enforcement purposes. It also briefly presents steps to take to help avoid rights violations.

- **Data quality and artificial intelligence – mitigating bias and error to protect fundamental rights** (2019): this paper highlights the importance of awareness and avoidance of poor data quality.

- **#BigData: Discrimination in data-supported decision making** (2018): this focus paper discusses how such discrimination can occur and suggests possible solutions.

As part of the project, FRA is also exploring the feasibility of studying concrete examples of fundamental rights challenges when using algorithms for decision making through either online experiments or simulation studies.

Several other FRA publications address relevant issues:

- **The Guide on Preventing unlawful profiling today and in the future** (2018) illustrates what profiling is, the legal frameworks that regulate it, and why conducting profiling lawfully is both necessary to comply with fundamental rights and crucial for effective policing and border management.

- **The Handbook on European data protection law** (2018 edition) is designed to familiarise legal practitioners not specialised in data protection with this area of law.

- **Data from FRA’s Fundamental Rights Survey**. It surveyed a random sample of 35,000 people across the EU, including findings on people’s opinions and experiences linked to data protection and technology (2020) and security (2020).

- **FRA’s report on Business and human rights – access to remedy** analyses obstacles and promising practices in relation to access to remedies for victims of business-related human rights abuses. By analysing complaints mechanisms in EU Member States, the research maps what hinders and what facilitates access to remedies.
1.1. WHY THIS REPORT?

The growing attention to AI and its potential to drive economic growth has not been matched by a body of evidence about how different technologies can affect fundamental rights – positively or negatively. Only concrete examples allow for a thorough examination of whether, and to what extent, applying a technology interferes with various fundamental rights – and whether any such interference can be justified, in line with the principles of necessity and proportionality.

This report provides a fundamental rights-based analysis of concrete ‘use cases’ – or case studies. ‘Use case’ is a term in software engineering. This report loosely defines it as the specific application of a technology for a certain goal used by a specified actor.

The report illustrates some of the ways that companies and the public sector in the EU are looking to use AI to support their work, and whether – and how – they are taking fundamental rights considerations into account. In this way, it contributes empirical evidence, analysed from a fundamental rights perspective, that can inform EU and national policymaking efforts to regulate the use of AI tools.

What did the research cover?

FRA conducted fieldwork research in five EU Member States: Estonia, Finland, France, the Netherlands and Spain. It collected information from those involved in designing and using AI systems in key private and public sectors on how they address relevant fundamental rights issues.

The research – based on 91 personal interviews – gathered information on:

- the purpose and practical application of AI technologies;
- the assessments conducted when using AI and the applicable legal framework and oversight mechanisms;
- the awareness of fundamental rights issues and potential safeguards in place; and
- future plans.

In addition, 10 experts involved in monitoring or observing potential fundamental rights violations concerning the use of AI, including civil society, lawyers and oversight bodies, were interviewed.

Presenting the main findings

This report presents the main findings of the fieldwork. In particular, the report includes:

- An overview of the use of AI in the EU across a range of sectors, with a focus on: (1) social benefits, (2) predictive policing, (3) healthcare, and (4) targeted advertising.
- An analysis of the awareness of fundamental rights and further implications on selected rights, with a focus on the four use cases.
- A discussion of measures to assess and mitigate the impact of AI-related technologies on people’s fundamental rights.

Two annexes, available on FRA’s website, supplement the report:

- Annex 1 gives a detailed description of the research methodology and the questions asked in the interviews.
- Annex 2 provides examples of potential errors when using AI in selected areas.
In addition, country-specific information on each of the five Member States covered complements the fieldwork. This research, delivered by the contractor, is also available on FRA’s website. It maps policy developments on AI and the legal framework governing its use in different sectors.

Supporting rights-compliant policymaking

This report provides evidence on the extent to which fundamental rights considerations are brought into discussions and activities to develop, test, employ and monitor AI systems in the EU. It also highlights how different technologies can affect some of the rights set out in the Charter, and reflects on how to protect these rights as AI becomes both more widespread and more sophisticated.

The analysis of selected fundamental rights challenges can help the EU and its Member States, as well as other stakeholders, assess the fundamental rights compatibility of AI systems in different contexts. The findings in the report about current views and practices among those using AI supports policymakers in identifying where further actions are needed.

The report does not aim to provide a comprehensive mapping of the use of different AI systems in the five EU Member States covered by the research, or to provide in-depth technical information about how the different systems mentioned by the interviewees work.

Conducting the interviews

Who?

This report is based on 91 semi-structured interviews with representatives from public administration and private companies who are involved in the use of AI for their services and businesses. FRA intentionally provided a very general definition of AI to those interviewed as part of the research, based on existing definitions.

The organisations interviewed were active in public administration in general, with some working in law enforcement.

The private companies include those working in health, retail, pricing and marketing, financial services, insurance, employment, transport and energy. Importantly, except for two interviewees, the research did not include companies that sell AI to other companies. Instead, the entities use AI to support their own operations.

In addition, ten interviews were conducted with experts dealing with potential challenges of AI in public administration (e.g. supervisory authorities), in non-governmental organisations or as lawyers working in this field.

Where?

Interviews were carried out in five EU Member States (Estonia, Finland, France, the Netherlands and Spain). These countries were selected based on their different levels of uptake of AI technology and of policy development in the area of AI, as well as to incorporate experience from across different parts of the EU.

How?

FRA outsourced the fieldwork to Ecorys. FRA staff supervised the work, and developed the research questions and methodology. Interviewers received dedicated training before conducting the fieldwork.

Interviews were carried out anonymously. As a consequence, no information identifying the organisation concerned is provided in the report. In addition, certain details of the applications described – most notably the country – are omitted to protect respondents’ anonymity. This was communicated to interviewees, increasing their level of trust and allowing them to speak more freely about their work. It also proved useful for recruiting respondents.
1.2. WHAT DO WE MEAN BY ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?

There is no universally accepted definition of AI. Rather than referring to concrete applications, it reflects recent technological developments that encompass a variety of technologies. Although AI is usually defined very widely, a survey conducted in 2020 on behalf of the European Commission among companies in the EU showed that eight in ten people working at companies in the EU say they know what AI is. Slightly more than two in 10 respondents from companies in the EU-27 do not know (7%) or are not sure about (14%) what AI is.9

FRA’s research did not apply a strict definition of AI on the use cases it presents. For the interviews, AI was defined broadly, with reference to the definition provided by the High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence (AI HLEG).

The interviewees also expressed a variety of ways to think about AI. When identifying use cases to explore in the research, the project focused on applications that support decision making based on data and machine learning, and applications and systems that contribute to automating tasks that are usually undertaken by humans or which cannot be undertaken by humans due to their large scale. As such, the use cases in this report provide insight into the different technologies that are used and discussed in selected areas under the broad heading of AI. As there may be some contention concerning whether certain use cases constitute AI at the current level of use, the report often refers to ‘AI and related technologies’.

The past years have seen an enormous increase in computing power, increased availability of data and the development of new technologies for analysing data. The increased amount and variety of data, sometimes available almost in real time over the internet, is often referred to as big data. Machine learning technologies and related algorithms, including deep learning, benefit enormously from this increased computing power and data availability, and their development and use is flourishing.

The use of these terms is, however, of limited use. It can even prove counterproductive, as it triggers ideas linked to science fiction rather than any real application of AI. A variety of myths exist about what AI is and can do,9 often spread via (social) media. For example, some claim that AI can act on its own, being some form of entity. This distracts from the fact that all AI systems are made by humans and that computers only follow instructions made and given by humans. For a human-centric approach to AI, it is important to note that AI can never do anything on its own – it is human beings who use technology to achieve certain goals. However, the human work and decision making behind the AI systems is often not visible or the centre of attention.

Entire studies and many discussions have explored possible AI definitions. The European Commission’s Joint Research Centre analysed AI definitions. It highlights that they often refer to issues linked to the perception of the environment (i.e. the way a system receives input/data from its environment, e.g. through sensors), information processing, decision making and the achievement of specific goals. Definitions frequently refer to machines behaving like humans or taking over tasks associated with human intelligence. Given the difficulty of defining intelligence, many definitions remain vague. This makes the use of AI hard to measure in practice90 and, equally, challenging to define in law.91
This report discusses the use of AI based on concrete applications. These differ in terms of their complexity, level of automation, potential impact on individuals, and the scale of application.

Most of the discussion around, and the actual use of AI, involves deploying machine learning technologies. These can be seen as a sub-domain of AI. There is also some confusion around the term “learning”, which implies that machines learn like humans. In reality, much of current machine learning is based on statistical learning methodologies. Machine learning uses statistical methods to find rules in the form of correlations that can help to predict certain outcomes.

This is different from traditional statistical analysis, because it does not involve detailed checks of how these predictions were produced (often referred to as “black boxes”)

Machine learning uses statistical methods to find rules in the form of correlations that can help to predict certain outcomes. This is different from traditional statistical analysis, because it does not involve detailed checks of how these predictions were produced (often referred to as “black boxes”). Traditional statistical analysis is based on specific theoretical assumptions about the data generation processes and the correlations used. Machine learning is geared towards producing accurate outcomes, and can be used for automating workflows or decisions, if an acceptable level of accuracy can be obtained.

The usual example is an email spam filter, which uses statistical methods to predict if an email is spam. As it is not important to know why a certain email was blocked and because spam can be predicted with very high accuracy, we do not really need to understand how the algorithm works (i.e. based on what rules emails get blocked). However, depending on the complexity of the task, prediction is not always possible with high accuracy. Moreover, as this report highlights, not understanding why certain outcomes are predicted is not acceptable for certain tasks.

The area of machine learning incorporates several approaches. Most often, machine learning refers to finding rules that link data to a certain outcome based on a dataset that includes outcomes (supervised learning). For example, a dataset of emails, which are labelled as spam or not (“ham”), is used to find correlations and rules that are associated with spam emails in this dataset. These rules are then used to ‘predict’ with some degree of likelihood if any future email is spam or not.

Sometimes, machine learning is used to find hidden groups in datasets without defining a certain outcome (unsupervised learning) – for example, segmenting people into groups based on similarities in their demographics.
Finally, rules and correlations can be found through trial and error (reinforcement learning). These systems try to optimise a certain goal through experimentation, and update their rules automatically to have the best possible output. Such systems need enormous amounts of data and can hardly be used on humans, as it involves experimentation. They were mainly responsible for the success of winning board games against humans, which were often sensationalised by media.

1.3. **AI AND FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS IN THE EU POLICY FRAMEWORK: MOVING TOWARDS REGULATION**

Policymakers have for some time highlighted the potential for AI and related technologies to improve efficiency and drive economic growth. Yet public authorities and international organisations have only recently reflected on the fundamental rights challenges associated with such technologies. Coupled with the growing use and accuracy of AI systems, this has turned attention to whether and how to regulate their use.

A 2017 European Parliament resolution marked a milestone in the EU’s recognition of the fundamental rights implications of AI. The resolution stressed that “prospects and opportunities of big data can only be fully tapped into by citizens, the public and private sectors, academia and the scientific community when public trust in these technologies is ensured by a strong enforcement of fundamental rights”. It called on the European Commission, the Member States, and data protection authorities “to develop a strong and common ethical framework for the transparent processing of personal data and automated decision-making that may guide data usage and the ongoing enforcement of Union law”.

Later that year, the European Council called for a “sense of urgency to address emerging trends” including “issues such as artificial intelligence […], while at the same time ensuring a high level of data protection, digital rights and ethical standards”. The European Council invited the European Commission to put forward a European approach to AI.

Responding to these calls, the European Commission published in 2018 its Communication on AI for Europe and set up a High Level Expert Group on AI. Both initiatives include a strong reference to fundamental rights.

The Commission-facilitated High Level Expert Group was made up of 52 independent experts from academia, civil society and industry (including a representative from FRA). It published ‘Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI’ and ‘Policy and investment recommendations for trustworthy AI’ in 2019. These were developed further in 2020. Its work triggered further discussion on the importance of framing AI in human rights terms, alongside ethical considerations. This led to the development of Ethics Guidelines that refer to the Charter and place fundamental rights consideration with respect to AI. The Ethics Guidelines include an assessment list for trustworthy AI, which has been translated into a checklist to guide those who develop and deploy AI.

Indicating political support at the highest level, the European Council calls in its Strategic Guidelines for 2019-2024 to “ensure that Europe is digitally sovereign” and for policy to be “shaped in a way that embodies our societal values”. Similarly, Commission President Von der Leyen committed to “put forward legislation for a coordinated European approach on the human and ethical implications of [AI]”. This prompted significant moves towards setting out an EU legal framework to govern the development and use of AI and related technologies, including with respect to their impact on fundamental rights.
In February 2020, the European Commission published a White Paper on artificial intelligence. It sets out policy options for meeting the twin objectives of “promoting the uptake of AI and addressing the risks associated with certain uses of this new technology”. The paper promotes a common European approach to AI. It deems this necessary “to reach sufficient scale and avoid the fragmentation of the single market”. As it notes, “[t]he introduction of national initiatives risks to endanger legal certainty, to weaken citizens’ trust and to prevent the emergence of a dynamic European industry”. Legal uncertainty is also a concern of companies planning to use AI.

The Commission White Paper on AI highlights risks to fundamental rights as one of the main concerns associated with AI. It acknowledges that “the use of AI can affect the values on which the EU is founded and lead to breaches of fundamental rights, be it as a result from flaws in the overall design of AI systems, or from the use of data without correcting possible bias”. It also lists some of the wide range of rights that can be affected.

The White Paper on AI indicates the Commission’s preference for the possible new regulatory framework to follow a risk-based approach, in which mandatory requirements would, in principle, only apply to high-risk applications. These would be determined on the basis of two cumulative criteria: if it is employed in a sector, such as healthcare, transport or parts of the public sector, where significant risks can be expected to occur; and if it is used in a manner where significant risks are likely to arise. This latter risk could be assessed based on the impact on the affected parties, adding a harm-based element.

The White Paper also highlights some instances where AI use for certain purposes should be considered high-risk, irrespective of the sector. These include the use of AI applications in recruitment processes or for remote biometric identification, including facial recognition technologies.

Following a public consultation, which ran from February to June 2020, the Commission is expected to propose legislation on AI in the first quarter of 2021.

Ahead of the proposal, the EU’s co-legislators have considered various aspects of the potential legal framework. In October 2020, the European Parliament adopted resolutions with recommendations to the European Commission on a framework of ethical aspects of AI, robotics and related technologies, and a civil liability regime for AI. It also adopted a resolution on intellectual property rights for the development of artificial intelligence technologies, and continues to work on resolutions on AI in criminal law and its use by the police and judicial authorities in criminal matters, and AI in education, culture and the audio-visual sector. It also established a special committee on artificial intelligence in the digital age.

Following their meeting on 1-2 October 2020, the heads of state and government of the EU Member States declared that the “EU needs to be a global leader in the development of secure, trustworthy and ethical Artificial Intelligence” and invited the Commission to “provide a clear, objective definition of high-risk Artificial Intelligence systems”. In addition, the Council of the EU adopted Conclusions on shaping Europe’s digital future and on seizing the opportunities of digitalisation for access to justice, which included a dedicated section on deploying AI systems in the justice sector. The German Presidency of the Council of the EU published conclusions on the Charter of Fundamental Rights in the context of artificial intelligence and digital change; the text was supported, or not objected to, by 26 Member States.
The growing reference to fundamental rights in these discussions indicates that a fundamental rights framework alongside other legal frameworks is necessary for an effective and human rights compliant evaluation of the many opportunities and challenges brought by new technologies. Many existing AI initiatives are guided by ethical frameworks, which are typically voluntary.

A fundamental rights-centred approach to AI is underpinned by legal regulation, where the responsibility for respecting, protecting and fulfilling rights rests with the State. This should guarantee a high level of legal protection against possible misuse of new technologies. It also provides a clear legal basis from which to develop AI, where reference to fundamental rights – and their application in practice – is fully embedded.

In addition to steps towards legal regulation, the EU is taking significant policy and financial actions to support the development of AI and related technologies. Alongside the White Paper, the Commission published the European Data Strategy. It aims to set up a single market for data, including nine common European data spaces, covering areas such as health data and financial data. The proposal for the 2021-2027 Multiannual Financial Framework would create a Digital Europe Programme worth € 6.8 billion to invest in the EU’s “strategic digital capacities”, including AI, in addition to funding through Horizon Europe and the Connecting Europe Facility.

Other international actors are also considering steps to regulate AI. Most notably, the Council of Europe is an active player in the field of AI and related technologies. In September 2019, the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe set up the Ad Hoc Committee on Artificial Intelligence (CAHAI). It aims to examine “the feasibility and potential elements of a legal framework for the development, design and application of AI, based on the Council of Europe’s standards on human rights, democracy and the rule of law.” In April 2020, the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe adopted recommendations on the human rights impact of algorithmic systems.

In addition, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) adopted AI principles and created an AI policy observatory. At global level, UNESCO is starting to develop a global standard setting instrument on AI. These are selected examples of the wide range of legal and policy initiatives aiming to contribute to standard setting in the area of AI. This includes, amongst others, actual (draft) legislation, soft-law, guidelines and recommendations on the use of AI, or reports with recommendations for law and policy.

FRA put together a (non-exhaustive) list of initiatives linked to AI policymaking. While these also include legislative initiatives in EU Member States, many organisations and businesses launched initiatives to tackle ethical concerns of AI. However, while useful to tackle potential problems with AI, ethical approaches often rely on voluntary action. This does not sufficiently address the obligation to respect fundamental rights.

As FRA pointed out in its Fundamental Rights Report 2019: “only a rights-based approach guarantees a high level of protection against possible misuse of new technologies and wrongdoings using them.” The European Commission’s initiative on regulating AI helps to avoid disjointed responses to AI across Member States, which can undermine businesses across the EU and with entities outside the EU.
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PUTTING FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS IN CONTEXT – SELECTED USE CASES OF AI IN THE EU

In the EU, the use of AI-related technologies is relatively wide-spread. A recent survey shows that 42% of companies use AI-related technologies – and that 18% plan to do so.

This chapter presents selected cases of AI use – typically referred to as ‘use cases’ in the AI field. FRA collected information on such cases from five EU Member States: Estonia, France, Finland, the Netherlands and Spain. They involve different areas of application across public administration and private companies. Special focus is put on the use of AI in the areas of social benefits; predictive policing; health services; and targeted advertising.

The chapter provides information on the current use of AI, as well as basic information on EU competence, in these select areas. The use cases provide a good sense of what kind of AI and related technologies are currently being used.

The examples also offer context for the fundamental rights analysis. Looking at a broad variety of use cases provides important insights on how the actual use of AI can affect people’s fundamental rights. Chapter 4 includes a discussion of fundamental rights implications, and makes reference to the cases described in this chapter.
As noted, this report focuses on four broad AI ‘use cases’:

- social benefits,
- predictive policing,
- health services, and
- targeted advertising.

These areas are particularly sensitive as regards fundamental rights. Two cover mainly the public administration’s use of AI (social benefits allocation and predictive policing). The other two concern private companies (health services and targeted advertising). These use cases provide the basis for the report’s fundamental rights analysis by offering the necessary context. Where appropriate, the report also highlights findings from interviews that cover areas other than these four areas.

Detailed studies on the taxonomy of AI are available, providing further categorisations of the technology. As noted in the introduction, interviewees had different views about what AI is and some also stated that there is no clear definition of AI.

This report discusses specific use cases without further classifying the technology applied. Yet the use of AI in the cases examined differed: the

---

"AI and machine learning are different concepts. AI is an umbrella term."  
(Private company, Estonia)

"What you see now is that everyone doing something with machine learning is labelling this as ‘AI’."  
(Public administration, Netherlands)
use of technology described by the interviewees involved both varying levels of complexity and varying levels of automation.

Figure 2 provides an overview of different examples of use that interviewees discussed under the heading of AI. Some applications are relatively straightforward to understand. In rule-based decision making, algorithms are defined based on ‘if-then-rules’ (for example, if a person has an income below a certain threshold, then they will be eligible for certain benefits). Such algorithms were used in the area of social benefits at different levels of automation, with examples of full, partial or no human review involved.

Other applications used more traditional statistical methods to inform decisions. These include, for example, *regression analysis*. This is a classical statistical method that analyses correlation between several pieces of information (‘variables’) and an outcome, which is a credit score in this example. Others used more complex machine learning methodologies to feed into the production of forecasts and statistics for government reports.

There are also algorithms with much higher levels of complexity, such as *deep learning* for diagnosis support in the area of health. Such tools still include a high level of human review, and hence do not include a high level of automation.

By contrast, targeted advertising is an example of potentially using highly complex algorithms without human review of each output and decision, also using highly complex algorithms including *deep learning* and *reinforcement learning*. (See Chapter 1 for descriptions of these terms.) Human review would also not be possible in this area due to the scale at which such algorithms operate.

AI systems also vary according to the potential harm that could result from an erroneous decision based on the use of AI. Depending on the area of application, wrong decisions – based on erroneous outputs from the system – can have different impacts. When using AI for decision making, the consequences are different if a decision is affirmative but wrong (false positive) or negative but wrong (false negative).

These issues are particularly important when machine learning is used, as it is based on statistical calculations, which always come with some degree

---

**FIGURE 2: EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT AUTOMATION AND COMPLEXITY LEVELS IN USE CASES COVERED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Automation</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Areas of examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td></td>
<td>Social welfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>Law enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rule-based automated decision making on social benefits</td>
<td>regression analysis predictions for fully automated credit scoring</td>
<td>facial recognition technology for identification with human review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rule-based decision for positive outcomes of social benefits</td>
<td>regression analysis predictions for human-reviewed credit scoring</td>
<td>medical images analysis for diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rule-based human decisions for social benefits</td>
<td>machine learning supported production of forecasts</td>
<td>deep learning and reinforcement learning for advertising</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: FRA, 2020*
of error. While rule-based algorithms can also make mistakes (especially if they grow more complex), risks are lower because of the deterministic nature of the rules developed.

For example, when using AI to make decisions on social benefits, a false positive means that a person may erroneously receive benefits. This does not necessarily have a negative impact on the person concerned (unless the error is found out later and the money needs to be paid back). However, it negatively impacts on the public administration, as money is paid not in line with good administration practices. In contrast, a false negative would have a negative impact on the individual, because they would not receive benefits to which they are entitled. Annex 2, available on FRA’s website, provides further hypothetical examples of effects of wrong decisions based on the use cases discussed.

Importantly, when automating tasks, the impact could also scale up, potentially exacerbating the negative effect on society as a whole. The severity and scale of potential harm is one aspect that needs to be taken into consideration when analysing potential limitations on fundamental rights with respect to the use of AI.

For example, small error rates when using facial recognition technology used by law enforcement might still lead to flagging many innocent people, if the technology is used at places where many people are analysed. This might apply to airports or train stations, where thousands of people could be scanned on a daily basis. A potential bias in error rates could then lead to disproportionally targeting certain groups in society.

Technologies used across all cases identified in the research

Interviewees mostly mention ‘machine learning’, including the use of neural networks and its extensions (see Chapter 1 for a description of machine learning). Respondents either directly mentioned this, or mentioned subfields of machine learning, such as image recognition or facial recognition technology (FRT).

Most often, interviewees mentioned the use of ‘supervised machine learning’ as mainly used to optimise for a specifically defined outcome. Yet sometimes ‘unsupervised machine learning’ was also used to categorise or cluster data. Only one case referred to the use of ‘reinforcement learning’, without going much into detail.

Several respondents used ‘natural language processing (NLP)’. This is a technology to analyse text and speech, and is sometimes combined with machine learning algorithms.

Few mention examples that involve rule-based algorithms, meaning that the rules for the algorithm to follow are directly encoded (i.e. based on ‘if-then-rules’).

In some cases, interviewees did not disclose or could not provide detailed information about the technology used.

Generally, the interviewees referred to more than one use case, but were asked to focus on one application during interviews.

— Importantly, the fieldwork shows that companies and public administrations are often still at the beginning of looking into the use of AI. Only about two thirds of the use cases are actually in use and deployed in practice. Many of the use cases described by interviewees are at pilot stage, under development, or still in the research phase.

— Two AI-driven applications were halted after tests.
Figure 3 shows the most frequently used words to describe the use cases covered in this report. It highlights the importance of data when using AI systems as well as its relevance to supporting decision making.

FRA has previously highlighted that a thorough description of the data used by AI applications is essential for identifying and mitigating potential fundamental rights challenges. A variety of data were used for the AI systems covered in this report. However, it was difficult to obtain detailed information about the data used, because most respondents remained rather vague about their data sources.

Rather generically, many respondents mentioned using ‘open data’, ‘historical data’ or ‘metadata’. More concretely, respondents mentioned using customer data, e.g. about purchases or browsing behaviour, or administrative records, such as data on social benefits and taxes. Interviewees also mentioned medical records, police records, court records, as well as social media and traffic data. Data included text data (e.g. e-mails), audio recordings, video, and geolocation data. Data come from internal databases of companies and public administration, but also from external sources.

The single most important reason for using AI is increased efficiency. The vast majority of respondents, across the public and private sector, mentioned using AI for greater speed, fewer errors and cost reduction, as fewer human resources are needed. Some interviewees from law enforcement also said they use AI for safety and security, as well as crime prevention.

Humans previously performed many of the use cases. Some respondents said they use AI because it entails fewer mistakes than having humans carry out...
certain tasks. Some respondents also use AI for tasks that humans did not previously carry out, as the quantity of information could not be processed by humans – for example, in the area of genome analysis or traffic predictions.

Importantly, for about half of the respondents interviewed, the use of AI is relevant for decision making. However, AI is mainly used to support decision making, and the final decisions remain largely in the hands of humans.

Interviewees pointed out that, while enthusiastic, public administration and companies are still cautious when deploying AI. Many of the use cases are still in the testing phase. And some, as described below, were stopped during this phase. Nevertheless, almost no interviewees were aware of any plans to reduce the level of technology used. In fact, most expressed intentions to invest in innovation or new ways to employ currently available AI systems.

2.1. EXAMPLES OF AI USE IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

[Use case 1]

Automating social welfare systems – using algorithms in the area of social benefits

Background and EU legal framework

The United Nations Special Rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights, Philip Alston, warned in his October 2019 report that introducing a ‘digital welfare’ state, including the use of AI, can lead to a “digital welfare dystopia”. Digitalisation of welfare systems is often accompanied with reductions of overall welfare budgets, narrowing the beneficiary pool, and other measures that reduce the availability of welfare. Digitalisation also increases the power of states by offering opportunities to control people. This is particularly worrying in countries with significant rule of law deficits.

The use of algorithms by public administration in welfare raises major concerns with respect to its potentially negative impact on poverty and inequality, if applied erroneously in the area of social benefits. This includes areas such as child welfare services and unemployment benefits.

Yet public authorities are keen to use new technologies to make decision making on social security and other benefits more efficient and potentially fairer. Globally, new technologies are used in many ways to administer welfare systems. These include identity verification, eligibility assessments, benefit calculations, fraud prevention and detection, risk scoring and need classification, as well as communication between authorities and beneficiaries.

The OECD defines social benefits as transfers made to households in need after certain events or particular circumstances have arisen, including sickness, unemployment, retirement, housing, education or family circumstances. However, there is no commonly agreed definition of social benefits. Social benefits, in particular social insurance, systems are different from private insurance schemes, as they involve compulsory contributions made by both employees and employers, sometimes in the form of taxation.

Social policy, including social security and social protection, is an area of shared competence between the EU and the Member States (Article 4 (2) (b) of the TFEU). Pursuant to Article 151 of the TFEU, the EU pursues the objectives, among other things, to promote “improved living and working conditions” and “proper social protection”. To this end, the EU supports and complements
the activities of the Member States in a number of fields, including social security and social protection of workers and combating social exclusion (Article 153 (1) of the TFEU). EU actions can encourage cooperation between Member States and adopt directives with minimum requirements. Moreover, decisions on social security and social protection can only be adopted through special legislative procedure by a unanimous vote in the Council.10

Against this backdrop, EU Member States are mostly free to shape their social security and social protection policies. Since there is virtually no harmonisation, social security systems differ significantly across the EU in terms of what benefits are provided, conditions for eligibility, how benefits are calculated, what contributions need to be paid and by whom, etc.

Public administrations in EU Member States are working on implementing AI and related technologies in the area of public welfare. However, information about its applications is limited. FRA collected information about use cases linked to:

- using algorithms when it comes to compensating job seekers,
- processing social benefits applications, and
- machine learning-supported data analysis on the use of pensions.

**Private insurance companies’ use of AI**

Several private insurance companies interviewed for this research use AI and related technologies. This includes handling requests of customers for complementary health insurance, insurance compensation decision support, evaluating the credit risk of individuals, insurance pricing, insurance claims management, and decision-making support related to management functions and credit decisions.

Private insurance companies generally embrace AI-related technologies, as these help make their business more profitable. An OECD report highlights the importance of technology for this sector. But it also argues that risk classification could lead to the exclusion of those belonging to certain vulnerable groups in ways that are undesirable from a societal and political perspective.*

*OECD (2020), The Impact of Big Data and Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the Insurance Sector.*

**Use in practice**

The use cases outlined below exemplify some of the challenges when using or planning to use AI in the area of social benefits, linked to algorithmic decision making.

**Experimenting with new technologies to support jobseekers**

Over the course of a three-year project, a public organisation experimented with several AI-related technologies concerning all of their work related to processing benefits for job seekers and assisting them to return to work. The representative interviewed states that the tested technologies can improve and foster the relationship with job seekers and improve the advice given to both job seekers and companies. After testing is completed, the organisation will decide if and how it will apply these technologies in its day-to-day work.

Tests include machine learning-based detection of the attractiveness of job offers and a system for detecting whether job seekers are still actively looking for a job.

The tests are also looking into profiling job seekers to provide advice to them. This would include calculating the probability of someone being offered an available job within a given time, and identifying parameters that make job offers relevant. This may also be reflected in advice to companies on best practices for formulating job offers. The profiling would allow the organisation
to determine appropriate services according to the profile and background of the job seeker, rather than having an analysis and advice drawn up by employees. Practically, this would be done by requiring job seekers to complete a monthly diary on their job search. However, it is still under consideration whether the programme should be limited to providing descriptive analyses, or whether it should go further and provide recommendations. The organisation is hesitant about the latter aspect.

Additionally, a natural language processing system is being tested for analysing the content of job seekers’ e-mails. Here, e-mails are categorised, relevant data is extracted, and the urgency and relevance of e-mails is identified. Using a chatbot, and using automatic replies to emails, is being considered.

The data used for the systems come from several sources from within the organisation. The data on job seekers and their background, including personal tax data, as well as data on salaries and social security allowances, are used under very strict conditions. This is because they are derived from highly regulated data sources (e.g. salary statements cannot be accessed). Other data, such as job offers from companies, are also used to generate knowledge about the job market. The organisation currently does not use external data, such as from (professional) social media networks, because no legal provisions are in place for using such data.

**Processing housing benefits – failure and success**

A public body responsible for processing social benefits piloted an AI tool to process applications and subsequently support their staff in making decisions on housing benefits. The system selected cases from new benefit applications that were relatively straightforward to calculate. These include new applications for housing benefits submitted by an individual living alone or with children, and by an individual who does not have any other income than government benefits. Overall, these cases were deemed simple, with the result always being that the individual receives the benefits.

The technological solution was based on a decision-tree model following the rules for housing benefits. Calculating general housing benefits requires income estimates in advance. The data used during the testing stemmed from an internal database, which contains data on benefit application processes. The data was pseudonymised as there was no need to use personal information. A simple statistical model (linear regression) was used, where the input is the income and the cost limits, and the output is the amount of benefit.

However, even in such simplified cases, they found it too difficult to use AI in practice because of the frequent changes in the legislation. The test was terminated. According to the interviewee, the lack of a legal basis for using machine learning does not allow using it for administrative decisions. There are no further plans to use AI to support decision making on social benefits.

While the organisation is not pursuing this particular project due to the aforementioned legal challenges, the interviewee noted potential for further applications and solutions in this area in the future. It was noted that AI or related technologies that can support operations without having a legal impact were particularly good for the organisation.
At the same time, the organisation is using image processing for social benefits applications. Generally, benefit applicants have to complete several forms and attachments, which are often submitted in paper format. For more efficient and time-saving handling of those documents by the agency’s staff, the hard copies received are scanned and then classified by an automated system.

A first step is to turn images the right way round. Algorithms re-align documents that were not aligned properly when they were scanned, remove spots and clean up and edit the colouring of the document, identify columns, paragraphs, tables, and other elements as distinctive blocks, recognise the script, etc. Then, the application checks if the received application form and attachment are marked correctly (e.g. if a document is marked as an invoice, the system determines whether this is correct).

The turning and the classification of the images are done by image recognition and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technologies. They recognise text stemming from images, including from photographs and scans of documents or handwritten notes. OCR technology then converts the recognised text into text data that is machine-readable. Here, in a pattern recognition process, input from the scanned images is first isolated, then compared to ‘glyphs’ (i.e. variations of letters) stored by the system on a pixel to pixel basis.

The agency will continue processing images and further develop it, for example, by potentially making it possible to scan bar codes from attachments. This would help to speed up the confirmation of the correctness of documents and attachments. There will also be more solutions related to natural language processing.

Automating unemployment benefits

In one of the countries selected, most decisions on unemployment benefits are fully automated. The national institution responsible for unemployment insurance benefits updated its system in 2019 to fully automate most of the processing of benefit applications and decisions. This was done after the relevant legislation was adapted to allow automated decisions.

If a person registers as unemployed and lodges an application for benefits, the system draws on information about the applicant from various other databases. This includes, for example, the population register, and tax authorities’ databases containing information about salaries and work experience, etc. If all conditions for receiving unemployment benefits are fulfilled, the system calculates the period of payments, based on the length the person has contributed to the insurance system, and the amount of benefits, based on the average daily salary.

The SyRI case

In the Netherlands, the so-called ‘System Risk Indication’ (SyRI)* was developed as a government tool to alert the Dutch public administration about fraud risk of citizens, by processing and linking large amounts of their personal data from public authorities.

A broad coalition of civil society organisations dealing with privacy issues initiated a lawsuit, prompting the District Court of The Hague to scrutinise the algorithm-based SyRI.**

The court ruled that SyRI impinges disproportionately on the private life of citizens. The court found that everyone whose data was analysed by SyRI was exposed to this risk. In addition, due to the opacity of the algorithm used, citizens could “neither anticipate the intrusion into their private life nor can they guard themselves against it.” ***

*A good description of SyRI can be found in Ilja Braun (2018), High risk citizens, in: Algorithm Watch.

** The ruling of 5 February 2020 (in Dutch) is available online.

*** Privacy First (2020), Dutch risk profiling system SyRI banned following court decision.
The procedure is fully automated. However, an employee of the institution must intervene if necessary information cannot be extracted from the databases, if there is contradictory information in the databases or if the decision on a case involves a level of discretion (i.e. the decision cannot be definitively determined based on the data available and a human has some leeway in deciding on the case).

The main reason for using this system is improved efficiency. In addition, the system is believed to achieve consistency in the processes. This is because every application, not subject to discretion, is handled in the same way.

[Use case 2]

Predictive policing – trying to anticipate crime in advance

Background and EU legal framework

AI technologies are used in law enforcement, particularly in predictive policing. Existing research into how such tools can affect fundamental rights has highlighted particular issues concerning discrimination, among other rights. One recurrent concern is the potential for predictive policing to reproduce and entrench existing discriminatory practices, particularly through reliance on historical crime data that may be biased or incomplete. This is because many crimes – such as domestic violence or hate crime – remain largely unreported and therefore are under-counted in official police statistics.11

A focus on certain crimes, such as violence and drug-related crime in public places – rather than on business fraud and non-payment of taxes, for example – can also make law enforcement responses less equitable.12 This is because the former are often associated with certain demographics and neighbourhoods. Ultimately, this can undermine police relations with particular communities.

Criminological research on crime ‘hotspots’ has been around for several decades – notably in the UK and USA.13 It uses police data to map certain crimes and undertakes statistical tests to explore crime probabilities. Various police forces have used and developed them to address different types of crime concentrations or clusters (‘hotspots’).

More recently, adaptations of this area of applied research have used AI as a tool to enhance its effectiveness, with some suggesting that using algorithmic tools could reduce the police’s reliance on subjective human judgments that may reflect biases or stereotypes.14 Some studies have also indicated that predictive policing could potentially reduce unnecessary surveillance, questioning, and physical checks and searches,15 reducing the humiliation and harassment of individuals that may occur during these activities.

Predictive policing aims to forecast the probability of crime and anticipate emerging trends and patterns to inform crime prevention and intervention strategies.16 It may also be a part of an investigation into a crime that has already taken place. While there is no authoritative definition of predictive policing,17 it is typically characterised by analysing data to identify common patterns and trends in crime by using algorithms to create models based on the analysis. This is used to forecast criminal activity that may occur in the future.

AI technologies in this area generally either aim to ‘predict’ crimes or to ‘predict’ which individuals will either commit or be victims of crimes. Tools aiming to predict crimes are generally fed with historical data – largely from official sources – on the time, place and type of crimes committed. This can be complemented by environmental variables, such as population density,
In contrast, AI systems focused on predicting potential perpetrators or victims of crime employ both historical and real-time personal data. This could include criminal records data, addresses, phone numbers, location data, data extracted from social media, information about known associates and health or income data. This is then combined with other criminal and environmental data.**

The EU and its Member States have shared competence in the area of freedom, security, and justice (Article 4 (2) (j) of the TFEU). This includes judicial cooperation in criminal matters and police cooperation (Articles 82-89 of the TFEU). Already when the Treaty of Lisbon was adopted, an annexed declaration on the protection of personal data in judicial cooperation in criminal matters and police cooperation observed that “specific rules on the protection of personal data and the free movement of such data in the fields of […] police cooperation based on Article 16 of the [TFEU] […] prove necessary because of the specific nature of these fields.”^20^

Within the framework of predictive policing, the collection, storage, processing, analysis and exchange of information is particularly relevant. The processing of personal data in the context of law enforcement operations is regulated at EU level by the Law Enforcement Directive (Directive (EU) 2016/680). It sets out comprehensive standards and safeguards for such processing, including the safeguarding against and the prevention of threats to public security.

**Use in practice**

The use cases collected by FRA signal the variety of ways in which law enforcement authorities already use, or plan to use, AI and related technologies to support their work. Examples mentioned by interviewees range from data mining systems designed to map crime patterns, detecting online hate speech and making risk assessments on gender-based violence, to automating certain prison guard duties. Other use cases include detecting illicit objects from satellite images, and, more generally, recognising objects in images. In addition, a tool was mentioned in the research used in the private sector for fraud prevention and crime detection in money transfers.

Interviewees emphasised that AI or related technology systems are used to automate and speed up tasks previously done by humans, thus freeing up and/or better distributing resources.

**Mapping crime to support the efficient allocation of investigation capacity**

A national intelligence agency and public prosecutor’s office employ a data-driven system to help their employees make choices on how, where and when to use the available investigation capacity. The aim is to improve the allocation of human resources, ensuring that officers can be present at the right time and place.

The interviewees suggest that this system could make more precise assessments compared to humans, who often rely on their gut feeling for decisions. Still, the system is always used in combination with human appraisal and other non-AI systems to make operational decisions.

Based on system-generated outcomes, analysts create a ‘heat map’. This outlines the prevalence of certain crimes in certain areas. This replicates a long-standing manual version of this crime anticipation system, whereby

---

**FRA ACTIVITY**

**Facial recognition technology on the rise: fundamental rights considerations in law enforcement**

EU law recognises as ‘sensitive data’ people’s facial images, which are a form of biometric data if processed by facial recognition software. But such images are also quite easy to capture in public places. Although the accuracy of matches is improving, the risk of errors remains real – particularly for certain minority groups. People whose images are captured and processed might not know this is happening – and so cannot challenge possible misuses.

The FRA paper outlines and analyses these and other fundamental rights challenges that are triggered when public authorities deploy live FRT for law enforcement purposes. It also briefly presents steps to take to help avoid rights violations.

*For more information, see FRA (2019), Facial recognition technology: fundamental rights considerations in the context of law enforcement.*
police officers put pins on a map to indicate specific risk areas. Using AI to increase the speed of this process also makes it more reliable, users believe, because it can analyse more data.

The system is based on data mining and machine learning processes. It is primarily built on unique police data contained in crime reports, witness statements, and suspect declarations. Gaps are, to the extent possible, addressed by using other data sources, such as criminology research, and social and demographic information obtained from the national office of statistics. The system also uses data from open sources.

The specific parameters for calculation depend on the type of crime, as predictive factors vary in relevance across crime areas. For example, in the case of burglaries, data on burglaries is collected and combined with data on the place of residence of known criminals and their distance to burgled houses. The relevant criteria are preselected to allow the system to produce the heat map.

Location-based predictions are made for the next six months, and indicate the time and location where a burglary may occur. The result is a map of small squares where the risk of crime occurring is indicated in different shades. The interviewees indicated that this visualisation helps officers to analyse neighbourhoods and observe correlations between different locations.

Assessing the risk of gender-based domestic violence

A national police force uses an internal system to track cases of gender-based domestic violence. The system helps police officers take decisions and distribute resources across domestic violence cases. The system categorises cases on the basis of the assessed risk of relapse and repetition, in order to focus on the ‘riskiest’ cases.

A specialist team could complete the risk analysis without using AI. However, the system is able to compute a large amount of data in a short amount of time and assist untrained or non-specialist police officers in risk analysis.

When a case of alleged gender-based domestic violence is reported, the police officer starts an initial investigation. This includes collecting evidence, taking witness statements and – potentially – making an arrest. Using information gathered from this process, the officer fills out two detailed questionnaires to assess the complaints, evaluate the probability of reoffending, examine the evolution of the case and assess the behaviour of the perpetrator and the victim. Police officers also indicate the level of gravity, the nature of threats faced and attitudes concerning the victim.

The system then produces a risk ‘score’ on a three point scale. The police officer can raise the level of risk manually, but cannot lower the risk level below that indicated by the system. Once the level is confirmed, specific measures are applied in line with established police protocols. The system also informs a judge about potentially ‘severe cases’ through an automated system.

FRA ACTIVITY

Detecting hate speech online

A public agency combatting hate crime uses an AI-based tool to detect online hate speech by analysing patterns of speech online. On the basis of the processing, the system determines which social groups are targeted. This helps law enforcement adopt measures to protect them before threats are realised.

Although the tool aims to identify potential victims, rather than perpetrators, law enforcement can use the information generated by the system to ask social media providers for information on users to pursue criminal investigations.

One particular challenge is understanding the context in which statements are made. For example, journalists or academics may use words associated with hate speech to report on or analyse its occurrence.

In 2021, FRA plans to initiate research on online hate present on social media. This will allow FRA to provide input to policy developments in the area of online content moderation, which uses AI.
2.2. EXAMPLES OF AI USE IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR

[Use case 3]

AI and health – analysing medical records to save lives

Background and EU legal framework

Healthcare is particularly prominent in discussions about the use of AI. Medical data and online applications have the potential to support improved health outcomes and – as a result – wider socio-economic benefits. The COVID-19 pandemic has further increased focus and interest in the area, particularly in terms of the potential for (online) data and applications to enhance the ability of governments and health services to track the spread of disease.

Health is also prominent in the general population’s views on uses of AI. A 2019 Eurobarometer survey found that every second European thinks that AI can be best used to improve medical diagnostics, develop personalised medicine, or improve surgery.22

This use case covers applications of AI or related technologies by public and private sector stakeholders in the area of medical records and disease prediction. Feeding data from electronic medical records (EMR) and electronic health records (EHR) into AI systems and related technologies can support the development of preventative medicine that recognises early risks of disease and designs appropriate interventions. Researchers can predict clinical events such as mortality, hospitalisation, readmissions and length of stay in the hospital.

Beyond disease prediction, medical record data can be analysed to predict patients’ adherence to treatment and their keeping of medical appointments. These technologies have the potential to support improved health outcomes, as well as increase the efficiency of the healthcare system.

Under Article 6 of the TFEU, the EU has supporting competence in protecting and improving human health. Member States retain full responsibility for defining their health policies, organising and managing their health systems, and for delivering health services (Article 168 (7) of the TFEU).

Within the EU competence, Union action, which has to complement national policies, is directed towards improving public health, preventing physical and mental illness and diseases, and obviating sources of danger to physical and
mental health. Such action can cover health information and education, as well as monitoring, early warning of and combating serious cross-border threats to health (Article 168 (1) of the TFEU). In the latter areas, the EU can adopt incentive measures, excluding any harmonisation of the laws and regulations of the Member States.

Other rules and policies adopted at the EU level aim to ensure free movement of citizens, their equal treatment and non-discrimination abroad, as well as availability and safety of medical products and services in the single market. Considering the development of technologies and their application in health care, exchange of medical records, patients’ rights in cross-border situations and disease prediction as a matter of public health are particularly relevant.

Under the GDPR, health and genetic data are considered as a special category of data (Article 9) called ‘sensitive data’. These require specific protection as their processing could create significant risks. Data subjects’ health and genetic data can only be shared in specific circumstances under Article 9 (2) of the GDPR. The GDPR provides an exemption to the purpose limitation principle if data are used for research purposes, in line with its Article 89 (1). Researchers are required to ensure that technical and organisational safeguards – such as pseudonymisation and anonymity – are in place when using patient data.

The EU has also taken action regarding the exchange of medical records. European Commission Recommendation C(2019)800 on a European Electronic Health Record exchange format "seeks to facilitate the cross-border interoperability of EHRs in the EU by supporting Members States in their efforts to ensure that citizens can securely access and exchange their health data wherever they are in the EU." The recommendation lays out technical specifications for the exchange of such data between EU Member States.

The European Data Strategy (February 2020) also has a strong focus on health data. A ‘Common European health data space’ is one of the nine common European data spaces whose establishment the European Commission will support.

The Early Warning and Response System (EWRS) is owned by the European Commission and operated by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control. It aims at “notifying at EU level on serious cross-border threats to health” and enabling "the European Commission and EU countries to be in permanent communication for the purposes of alerting, assessing public health risks and determining the measures that may be required to protect public health.”

EMR, which is a computerised medical record created for patients of a healthcare organisation, and EHR, which contains a patient’s medical history beyond one organisation and involve sharing data across the healthcare system, can include a large amount of personal data. This can encompass, among others: the name and contact details of the individual and their next of kin; demographic information, diagnoses and test results; and medication and treatment. They may also include patient-generated data from wearable devices.

There is no uniform EMR/EHR system operating across all EU Member States. Some, such as Germany, do not have a national EMR/EHR system. Others – including Belgium and Denmark – have different EMR/EHR systems at the regional level. The systems differ considerably depending on what data is recorded and by whom and who has access to what data. The European Commission and other stakeholders have highlighted the diversity of country-
level EMR/EHR systems and their lack of interoperability as a major barrier to the digital single market in health.34

Studies highlight the potential for AI or related technologies to enable earlier diagnosis, widen possibilities for disease prevention and improve patient safety,35 strengthening the right to access preventive healthcare and benefit from medical treatment. EMR/EHR may also help to make healthcare more personalised,36 while the possibility for rapid sharing of data can facilitate more coordinated and timely treatment.

However, use of EMR/EHR presents significant data protection risks. The healthcare sector leads in terms of personal data breaches.37 The amount of the personal data stored, the highest among all industries, combined with the large data-sharing network and number of access points, makes the healthcare sector an attractive target for hackers.38

The quality of data in EMR/EHR also raises some concern. Studies where patients were shown their medical files and asked about their accuracy found that up to 50 % of information was incomplete or erroneous.39 A lot of important data in EMR/EHR is unstructured in the form of free text, which further reduces data quality.40 Low levels of accuracy, completeness and overall data quality increases the risk of medical error.41

Use in practice

The applications described in the interviews include both simple and more advanced models employed in the public and private sectors. The largest number of use cases refer to image-based diagnosis tools. However, interviewees also discussed tools to automate various working procedures, such as the mapping of text data, filing of medical records, and analyses and measurements of body tissues and nerve fibres.

A smaller number of examples touched on more advanced projects, such as systems to monitor remotely certain health indicators, such as heart rate. In each case, systems complement the expertise of health professionals. The next sections present examples of diagnostic and remote monitoring tools.

Image-based tools to help detect and diagnose disease

The tools used to support the detection and diagnosis of diseases described by interviewees work in similar ways. For example, a privately owned hospital uses an AI system to interpret images from CT-scans of stroke patients. After a stroke, imaging is used to detect where damage to the brain has occurred and where there may be blockages in the blood supply to the brain. It can also generate measures that can be compared to particular values by a medical specialist.

The interviewee feels that the application helps to determine such characteristics in images more quickly, potentially – depending on who uses the tool – improving the quality of the diagnosis. However, they highlight that it is not necessarily more efficient to rely on the AI application, since a medical professional must be present and they could examine the image. Rather, the tool can offer some support – for example, if the specialist finds it difficult to interpret a certain image or find abnormalities.

The system was built, trained and validated using a dataset partially based on a large scientific study to which the hospital contributed. This was supplemented by purchasing foreign datasets. The algorithm will not be further trained or adapted in the future based on new data. No new versions will be released.
The developers feel that allowing the system to continue to learn would make it difficult to validate its operation.

**A private company** developed an algorithm that supports the detection of breast cancer from mammography exams. The tool gives a probability and degree of certainty, which can help radiologists to speed up their analysis of the results and decide whether additional tests are warranted. The algorithm detects and characterises anomalies in a mammography as cancerous or not.

While the interviewee indicates that the system now has a very low rate of false negatives or false positives, they note that in many cases it does not deliver a clear outcome. The system was trained on radiography and mammography data from Europe and the EU, with written reports and past biopsies acting as control data.

**Monitoring patients’ vital statistics remotely**

**A hospital** is piloting a system to support early detection of potential illness. Monitoring patients’ health indicators – for example, blood pressure or heart rate – typically takes place manually and captures the situation at a specific moment in time. Constantly monitoring such indicators has the potential to identify trends that doctors may otherwise not recognise and detect health issues early to prevent illness. The system uses a biosensor – a kind of plaster – which gathers hemodynamic data from patients continuously by constantly monitoring heart pulsation and respiration.

The data used by the system come from the hospital and the patient. These data are anonymised before being shared with the third-party provider. No other information besides that gathered through the monitoring of the plaster is used to build and train the system. Data on environmental factors were not incorporated in the pilot because, the interviewee pointed out, they could contain biases.

In the future, the system will combine the information gathered by the biosensor with separate information from patients’ EMR to draw conclusions from trends observed in the monitoring.

**Using AI to target health inspections**

A public authority responsible for inspecting food safety standards in restaurants uses machine learning to process customer review data from major online platforms. This helps to decide where and when to conduct inspections. Previously, this process was based on complaints the authority received and on previous reports. Since the introduction of the tool, the rate of non-compliant restaurants identified doubled from around 18 % to 36 %.

The first step involves text mining. The algorithm identifies reviews containing key words that may indicate health and safety issues, such as ‘sick’, ‘nausea’ or ‘rodents’. For the second step, the authority compared results coming from customer reviews with previous inspection reports to improve the algorithm’s accuracy and reliability.
[Use case 4]

Targeted advertising – profiling consumers to boost profit

Background and EU legal framework

The internet has transformed the way we live. Many people make use of internet services, often offered for free, on a daily basis. Companies offering their services for free mainly generate revenue through advertising, with adverts automatically targeted to individual consumers based on information about them.

The availability of data about online individual behaviour combined with machine learning technologies have considerably improved the ability of commercial enterprises to target individuals. This could even go as far as manipulating consumers by predicting their reactions based on irrational aspects of psychology and not reasoned choice.

The Cambridge Analytica scandal underscored the particularly negative impact of such uses for political purposes. In that case, a company illegally obtained personal data on millions of social media users to target political adverts to different social groups based on certain psychological profiles.

A recent declaration of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe highlights the lack of knowledge about the manipulative power of algorithms. “The effects of the targeted use of constantly expanding volumes of aggregated data on the exercise of human rights in a broader sense, significantly beyond the current notions of personal data protection and privacy, remain understudied and require serious consideration.”

Concerns have also been raised about how online advertising, powered by AI technologies, can affect data protection and privacy, consumer protection, the right to non-discrimination, and even the way democracies work.

The word ‘advertising’ is associated with messages designed to influence consumer behaviour. Advertising in one form or another has always targeted specific groups based on their characteristics and behaviour.

The growth of social media, however, has taken targeted advertising to another level, using direct access to consumer data. Micro-targeting is directed towards very specific groups – and the more data that is gathered through online activities, the more targeted these activities can be. As social media providers and platforms like Google or Amazon gather comprehensive user data by monitoring the various activities of their users, advertisers can access more detailed and specific information.

The area of targeted advertising and systems that recommend content (e.g. news or movies) is one of the few real life examples that also involves so-called reinforcement learning. This is a technology that is based on optimising a certain goal through experimenting and updating its rules automatically to have the best possible output. This means a systems tries out different ad placements through trial and error and so finds the best way to optimise revenue – including an element of self-learning.
While very little knowledge on the actual use of reinforcement learning is available for European countries, major companies working in the area are researching the issue.31

Issues related to targeted advertising fall under consumer protection. This falls under shared EU competence with Member States under Article 4 (2) (f) of the TFEU. EU consumer protection measures seek to protect the health, safety and economic interests of consumers; and promote their right to information, education and to organise themselves to safeguard their interests (Article 169 (1) of the TFEU). The EU can adopt minimum harmonisation measures to achieve a high level of consumer protection (Article 114 (3) of the TFEU), yet allowing EU Member States to introduce even more stringent measures nationally.

In secondary EU legislation, rules on advertising are covered by Directive 2006/114/EC concerning misleading and comparative advertising.52 This directive provides a minimum level of protection from misleading advertising. It also harmonises rules on comparative advertising across the EU. The provisions of Directive 2006/114/EC apply to both consumer-to-business and business-to-business relations. However, they are practically only applied to the latter after Directive 2005/29/EC on unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices in the internal market took effect.

Further, Directive 2006/123/EC on services in the internal market covers services that include advertising. Additionally, Directive 2000/31/EC on certain legal aspects of information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the internal market (E-Commerce Directive) also applies. This directive forms part of the legal framework for digital services in the EU. To meet significant developments in the area of new online services and practices, the E-Commerce Directive is currently being revised as part of the Digital Services Act package. That package aims to “strengthen the Single Market for digital services and foster innovation and competitiveness of the European online environment”.

FRA collected information about actual use cases from six European companies engaged in placing online ads, content recommendation, and personalised marketing.

Use in practice

The examples covered include:

- placing ads online based on click predictions (i.e. learning about the likelihood that online users click on certain links or adverts) and automated bidding at auctions for online advertisement space
- personalised and targeted marketing and communication via email.

Most tasks were fully automated. The examples concern analyses of user preferences and activity and calculations of probabilities of clicks and purchases, including a measurement of the effectiveness of previously made recommendations. This also includes methods of targeted communication on the basis of identified target groups to build (long term) trust between clients and service providers.

Targeted online ads based on click predictions

Business models working with click predictions and targeted advertisements often follow a ‘click and buy’ policy. Companies purchase advertising space on media platforms, and optimise the display of adverts by analysing the interests and preferences of website users and showing them advertisements
that interest them. The purpose is to increase the relevance of advertisements shown by better matching them to the interests of those who see them.

In the present example, the company only gets paid if people click on an advertisement and buy something. Additionally, the company uses AI to detect inappropriate content in advertising, such as advertisements for alcohol, firearms or political content.

The company uses a range of machine learning techniques in the field of computational advertising. To estimate the probability of a user clicking on an advertisement displayed in a specific context (optimising the so-called click-through-rate), customers’ interests and the relevance of products are measured via a mapping of individuals’ browsing histories and transaction patterns. Further, information is derived from individuals’ navigation on merchant websites worldwide, with whom the advertising company works. This is done via anonymised third party cookies and trackers. These are placed on these merchant websites and outline individuals’ navigation across them, and also list the products seen and purchased.

The profiles of individuals are linked to devices used by them, although IP addresses are anonymised. Once a product has been purchased, a recommender system algorithm tries to determine other products that the customer could also buy. In this case, ‘fresh’ data is valued higher than older data. Browsing histories are stored for a maximum of one year, as interests change and purchases older than a year are no longer necessarily considered relevant.

Advertisements shown to the respective person are immediately adapted accordingly, and they vary across websites, to also match the content of the latter. Once an advertisement is posted, it is continuously analysed. The combination of elements taken into account on an individual’s interest is confirmed when a purchase is made. Data is shared across platforms, which includes informing others once a purchase has been made, to stop advertisements of that particular item. If no purchase is made, the formula is reviewed and the algorithm is further adapted on individuals’ continuous online behaviour.

In the future, the company covered in this example expects to work more on optimising its timing in terms of when it places advertisements, within their given budget for a certain time frame. It also expects to focus more on displayed ads that have an impact on consumers.

Another example is based on a European online marketplace, which links buyers and sellers on a range of specialised products. Here, AI is used to optimise advertising campaigns, to categorise products based on the advertisements that are shown on the website of the marketplace, to improve the search engine experience by predicting complementary and substitutable products, and to detect fraud attempts.

The company uses machine learning to predict the value of clicks of customers to buy advertisement space, which is offered in real-time auctions. With these examples, the company indicates that AI enables it to make decisions that otherwise would not be possible without AI, or which would have to be significantly scaled down.

Targeted communication with customers and clients

In the case of a retail company focusing on specialised supplies sold across physical stores and online, direct marketing or personalised advertising is
used to increase appeal to customers, and at the same time measure the efficiency of a particular instance of marketing or advertising.

According to the company at issue in this example, marketing emails are opened at an average of 20-30 %, and particularly so when customers recognise relevant and favourite products being offered. Marketing emails are sent to around 250,000 registered individuals, and a system is used to establish what may be considered relevant by each of these individuals. This is done by analysing purchases made by the respective individuals in the previous six months. 80 % of the offers displayed are directly based on previous purchases. Meanwhile, 20 % are new suggestions, i.e. alternative products in the same category as the previous purchases.

A similar approach is used by a bank that sends emails to clients. Messages offering specific services or products are sent only to certain clients. Data analysts calculate the probability of clients being interested in a service or product. If this probability is above a certain threshold, the client will receive the message. The system used does not yet include machine learning models and is not fully automated. These points will be taken on when they further develop the system.

In a third example, a grocery retailer uses loyalty cards both to increase the customers’ interaction and to personalise offers. Loyalty card systems can predict how many customers are likely to engage with a product offering. The system covered in this example also suggests new products to customers and tracks the results of these suggestions. It groups buyers with similar behavioural patterns into segments to make more personalised suggestions.

Every week, the company’s loyalty card owners receive personalised offers by email, website or mobile application, and they can access offers through in-store terminals. The AI system selects the offerings based on the individual purchase history, and it recommends new items that might catch the buyer’s interest and prompt a purchase.
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The use of AI – as presented in the four use cases discussed in Chapter 2 – can affect specific fundamental rights (as outlined in Chapter 4). Full compliance with fundamental rights is a prerequisite for using AI-driven technologies, irrespective of the area concerned.

This chapter introduces the general fundamental rights framework in the EU that governs the use of AI, including selected secondary EU legislation and national law (Section 3.1). This fundamental rights framework provides the normative basis and benchmarks for the design, development and deployment of AI tools. It helps determine whether or not a specific use of AI is fundamental rights compliant. The requirements for justified interferences with fundamental rights are outlined in Section 3.3.

3.1. FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS FRAMEWORK GOVERNING THE USE OF AI

The cornerstone instrument of the EU fundamental rights framework applicable to the use of AI is the Charter. Together with the unwritten general principles of EU law, it is the main source of fundamental rights in the EU. The Charter enshrines a wide array of fundamental rights and has the same legal value as the EU Treaties. All EU institutions and bodies are bound by the Charter, as are Member States when they act within the scope of EU law (Article 51 (1) of the Charter).
Many Charter rights are the same as those set out in the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). Their meaning and scope must be the same as the corresponding ECHR rights (Article 52 (3) of the Charter). However, this cannot prevent Union law from providing more extensive protection.

Fundamental rights can also be found in provisions of the Treaties (see e.g. Article 6 (2) of the TEU and Titles V and X of the TFEU), and in EU secondary law. These rights are further safeguarded in different pieces of secondary EU law.

A central piece of EU secondary law in the context of AI is the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR – Regulation (EU) 2016/679). It governs automated processing of personal data in the European Economic Area and processing of personal data by any other means which form part of a filing system – within the scope of EU law. (As a result, the GDPR does not apply to national security-related data processing.)

The GDPR is coupled with the Law Enforcement Directive, which applies to police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters. Both EU instruments include numerous provisions on the protection of personal data, determining the key principles of data processing, such as lawfulness, fairness and transparency.

Whether EU data protection legislation applies depends on whether personal data are processed. Some AI-driven applications do not use personal data (for example, traffic data). Others use anonymised data. In these cases, data protection laws do not apply, or their applicability is not entirely clear. The line between personal and non-personal data is blurred, because there is some risk that anonymised data can be ‘re-identified’ – i.e., the anonymisation can be undone. However, re-identification is usually illegal. In addition, persons re-identifying the data usually have to put in major efforts and potentially need access to additional information about individuals who might be included in an anonymised dataset for re-identification. Section 4.2 discusses the topic in more detail, linked to the results of the interviews carried out for this report.

In addition to the EU data protection acquis, European non-discrimination law is key for safeguarding fundamental rights in the context of the use of AI and related technologies. Article 2 of the TEU provides that non-discrimination is one of the fundamental values of the EU, and Article 10 of the TFEU requires the Union to combat discrimination on a number of grounds. Moreover, Articles 20 and 21 of the Charter provide for equality before the law and non-discrimination.


EU Member States are also party to other international human rights conventions (see the list of conventions in the Key Findings and FRA opinions section). These contain legally binding standards and safeguards to comply with when they act in areas that do not fall within the scope of EU competence. The main such instrument is the ECHR, ratified by all EU Member States. It is accompanied by additional protocols, to which a great majority of EU Member States are parties. The ECHR has a wide reach: it also applies to areas not covered by EU law.

In addition, the Council of Europe Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data is another source of...
pan-European data protection obligations binding on all EU Member States. It was recently modernised.  

Sector-specific EU and national legislation also enshrines safeguards for the protection of fundamental rights. An overview of such more technical legislation is beyond the scope of this report. However, this chapter provides a few examples relevant to the use cases discussed in the report. This is complemented by a couple of examples of national laws from the five EU Member States covered.

None of the five EU Member States covered currently have horizontal AI-specific laws, although the countries are looking into the potential need for regulation. Some EU countries, such as Finland, issued recommendations for self-regulation and the development of responsibility standards for the private sector. In Estonia, an assessment concluded that a separate AI-specific law will not be required in the foreseeable future, since the current legal framework is sufficient. According to the relevant Estonian long-term strategy, however, the legal environment must be adapted to avoid unnecessary hindrances to implementing AI.

The situation concerning sectoral legislation relevant to the use of AI in different sectors varies across EU Member States. However, active policymaking on AI has recently emerged at the national level. National action plans on AI have appeared and remain the core policy development in Member States. Some countries are working on growing entrepreneurship. Others are focused on enacting market-oriented policies compatible with the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. Educational activities to promote AI and increasing public use of AI are often identified as AI-related strategy goals. Investment in research and development is also frequently outlined as a relevant goal.

While domestic AI discussions on potential legislative reforms remain attentive to European initiatives, national, sector-specific fundamental rights safeguards are also being enacted. For instance, Finland began considering an overhaul of domestic human rights safeguards in the public sector by proposing a broader, across-the-board legislative update as opposed to individual AI laws.

In specific reference to the processing of personal data under immigration law, the Finnish Constitutional Law Committee has put forward a proposal to strengthen the safeguards of the Finnish Constitution, overriding constitutional law shortcomings in relation to, among others, protection under the law, accountability, as well the ambiguity of algorithms in automated decision making. Whenever public authorities automate their decision-making processes, these processes must adhere to the constitutional principle of rule of law, and may not endanger the observance of rules on good administration and due process. This proposal articulated a vision on what requirements the Finnish Constitution sets for AI use and automated decision making within public administration.

The research identified other initiatives and policies linked to AI and fundamental rights in the five Member States examined. For example, the Estonian e-State charter includes a summary of citizens’ rights for better communicating with agencies electronically. It also targets AI in relation to the right to know what data is collected by public authorities. Similarly, the Ministry of the Interior of the Netherlands presented a policy brief to parliament on AI, public values and fundamental rights. The brief stresses a human-centric approach, where AI-applications have a strong influence on human beings or on society as a whole. It also lists the most important risks of AI for fundamental rights, such as discrimination as a result
of biased data, or reduced interpersonal relations if AI takes over certain forms of interaction.

3.2. ‘USE CASE’ EXAMPLES

Social welfare (Use case 1)

When regulating social welfare, EU Member States enacted rules aiming to protect fundamental rights specifically in this area in addition to existing horizontal EU regulations (see Section 2.1). These mostly define rules for the processing and protection of personal data for the purpose of social benefits and insurance.

In Estonia, for example, the Insurance Activities Act, applicable to all types and forms of insurance, regulates the processing and transmission of personal data in this context. It states that public authorities, health care providers, insurance undertakings and other third parties may transmit personal data at the request of an insurance undertaking if the personal health or court data are necessary for the insurance undertaking to perform an insurance contract or if the right and obligation to disclose such data derives from law. The scope of this Act also includes data transfers for the purpose of data processing within AI systems.

The Social Welfare Act contains more specific provisions on data protection of persons in need of social assistance. They have to be notified of the processing of their data and should provide consent for further processing. Any person in the established target group has the right to opt out of data processing. The Social Welfare Act also allows local authorities to process (including using algorithms) personal data of youth between 16 and 26 years of age stored in state registries to identify the youth not in employment, education or training.

In Finland, Act No. 552/2019 on Secondary Use of Health and Social Data applies to using AI in social care and healthcare. This Act is based on the norms for securing and protecting sensitive personal data as outlined in the GDPR. It aims to establish conditions for the effective and secure “processing of, and access to, personal health and social data for certain secondary purposes, such as research and statistics, innovation and development, knowledge management, teaching and authority planning.” The Act regulates the manner in which registered health data can and cannot be processed.

Several other laws apply to various types of social benefits. In France, the 2015 Code of relations between the public and the administration applies for the purpose of processing or accessing personal data related to social benefits with minor amendments after the entry into force of the GDPR. This code states “that algorithms used by public administrations must be published” and “the person subject to automated decision making has a right to be informed”.

Predictive policing (Use case 2)

In the context of predictive policing, the EU’s Law Enforcement Directive contains key fundamental rights safeguards. These stipulate how law enforcement authorities should apply some of the main data protection principles set out in the GDPR. These include the requirement for data controllers (i.e. the competent law enforcement authorities) to provide data subjects with information on the controller’s data processing activities, such as the identity and contact details of the data controller, the purposes of the processing and information about the right to lodge a complaint (Article 13).
In specific cases, data controllers shall provide further information – for example, the legal basis for processing – to enable data subjects to exercise their rights. The right of access (Article 14) requires the data controller to confirm, upon request of the data subject, whether there are processing operations related to them. If this is the case, the data subject shall be able to access this data and also to request additional information, including the purposes and legal basis of the processing and the categories of personal data processed. Both the right to information and the right to access can be restricted in a number of cases, including to avoid obstructing or prejudicing the prevention, detection, investigation or prosecution of criminal offences; or to protect public security and national security.\(^\text{27}\)

In addition, Article 11 of the Law Enforcement Directive explicitly prohibits automated decision making.\(^\text{28}\) This prohibition is limited if authorised by EU or national law which safeguards the data subject’s rights, including “at least the right to obtain human intervention on the part of the controller” (for more, see Section 4.2).

In some cases, the scope of implementing national legislation is broader than the directive. For example, the Finnish Act on the Processing of Personal Data in Criminal Matters and in Connection with Maintaining National Security strengthens the right to information by not distinguishing between the information provided in general and in special circumstances.\(^\text{29}\)

**Healthcare (Use case 3)**

As regards EU-level fundamental rights safeguards when using AI in healthcare, the GDPR empowers patients with rights to be informed, in part by granting them more control of their personal health data. Such data qualifies as 'sensitive data', as found, for example, in their medical records.\(^\text{30}\) The rights include the rights to access one’s own personal (health) data; to object to the processing of own personal data; rectification and erasure of data, as well as rights in case of breach.\(^\text{31}\)

Under the GDPR, administrative fines for breaches of processing data, including health data, are not allowed. However, in Estonia, for instance, domestic law allows for a maximum penalty of EUR 400,000 in application of the misdemeanour procedure in such cases. The Data Protection Inspectorate can also impose similar fines in the misdemeanour procedure.\(^\text{32}\)

In France, the Data Protection Act and the Public Health Code impose stricter requirements than those set out in the GDPR regarding health data processing. The French Data Protection Act has been amended through the Law for the Modernisation of the Health System, to allow for the processing of personal health data for various purposes, provided they fall within the scope of one of the exceptions to the general principle of prohibition of sensitive data processing under Article 9 of the GDPR.\(^\text{33}\)

**Targeted advertising (Use case 4)**

When considering fundamental rights safeguards in relation to targeted advertising and the underlying mechanisms regarding profiling in particular, the EU legal framework on privacy and data protection provides the most relevant fundamental rights provisions. The protection of privacy and personal data holds a status that takes precedence over economic benefits. Hence, rules on processing of (special categories of) personal data are relevant for companies operating in the area of or applying targeted advertising in that they place companies under certain obligations.
The main legal provisions setting out rules on protecting personal data in the EU are the GDPR and the Directive on privacy and electronic communications (e-Privacy Directive), which is a lex specialis to the GDPR. The GDPR is directly applicable in all EU Member States whenever a company is based in the EU and processes personal data, and if a company is based outside of the EU, but processes data relating to individuals in the EU.

The e-Privacy Directive, with a strong focus on fundamental rights, concerns the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications sector (e.g. when individuals use their computer, smartphone or tablet). In 2017, the European Commission proposed an e-Privacy Regulation, which would replace the current e-Privacy Directive. The legislative proposal would broaden the scope of the directive, and include specific provisions concerning unsolicited marketing, cookies and confidentiality.

### 3.3. REQUIREMENTS FOR JUSTIFIED INTERFERENCES WITH FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS

Chapter 4 highlights selected fundamental rights – as covered by the Charter – that are particularly affected by AI, taking into account the four use cases discussed in Chapter 2. Most of these rights are not absolute rights, so can be subject to limitations in line with Article 52 (1) of the Charter. Accordingly, before analysing to what extent the different fundamental rights are impacted by the use of AI, this section presents the general steps that need to be followed to determine whether or not a Charter right can be limited.

Fundamental rights affected by AI that are not absolute can be subject to limitations. Interferences with such fundamental rights can only be justified if they respect the requirements of the Charter and of the ECHR, in case of Charter rights corresponding to rights guaranteed in the ECHR (Article 52 (3) of the Charter).

Pursuant to Article 52 (1) of the Charter, any limitation on fundamental rights must:

- be provided for by law,
- genuinely meet objectives of general interest recognised by the Union or the need to protect the rights and freedoms of others,
- respect the essence of the right,
- be necessary, and
- be proportionate.

The Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU) has also emphasised that any limitation on the exercise of the rights and freedoms recognised by in the Charter must respect “the essence” of those rights and freedoms. This means that fundamental rights can be limited to a certain extent, but not completely disregarded.

Once it has been established that the inalienable, essential core of a right is not violated by a measure, the next step is to conduct the necessity and proportionality test outlined in the Charter in respect of non-core aspects of that right. Any interference with a Charter right needs to be examined as to whether the given legitimate aim could not be obtained by other means that interfere less with the right guaranteed. Similar requirements are also imposed by the ECHR, as interpreted by the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR). These include the ‘essence of a right’ concept, which can be derived from the object and purpose of the ECHR as a whole. In respect to the use of new technologies, the ECtHR observed in S. and Marper v. the UK that States should “strike a right balance” between protecting fundamental rights and developing new technologies.
Given the wide range of applications of AI systems in everyday life as presented in the four selected use cases, a wide range fundamental rights may have to be assessed, taking into account a variety of elements, depending on the context and the particular area of use. Most notably, the specific purpose for which AI is used, its functionality, complexity, and the scale at which it is deployed, are relevant for assessing fundamental rights implications.\textsuperscript{44}
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Deploying AI systems engages a wide range of fundamental rights. As seen in Chapter 2, the use cases presented in this report involve a range of technologies of varying levels of complexity and automation. They are in different phases of development and applied in different contexts, for different purposes and at different scale. While the rights affected depend on these factors, a number of horizontal and sector-specific fundamental issues emerge.

The chapter begins with a general overview of risks perceived by interviewees, and their general awareness of fundamental rights implications when using AI. The chapter then highlights selected fundamental rights affected by AI-related technologies, with reference to the four use cases analysed.

The analysis takes into account and presents the views, practices and awareness of these issues expressed in the interviews conducted for this report. Interviewees were first asked about the general risks they see when using AI. They were then asked about general fundamental rights awareness when using AI and about more concrete fundamental rights implications, which were mostly linked to data protection, non-discrimination and availability of complaints mechanisms.

4.1. PERCEIVED RISKS

It is important to recognise that many issues cut across different rights. For example, a potentially biased decision made by an algorithm could involve the right to non-discrimination, protection of personal data, and the right to an effective remedy. Similarly, a particular issue can be seen from the perspective of different rights. For instance, a good explanation of a decision made by an algorithm is required under the right to protection of personal data, right to good administration, and the right to an effective remedy and a fair trial.

When asked about general risks when using AI, the interviewees did not always mention fundamental rights as the main risks, although some highlighted related topics. Private sector representatives most often mentioned inaccuracy as a risk of using AI, followed by potential bias and the proper legal basis for processing personal data. One respondent from an international retail company stated that one business risk is linked to European customers being extremely knowledgeable about their rights; namely, people do not hesitate to ask about data storage and automated decision making. If customers are not properly informed, they might complain and the company may lose a client. In addition, the interviewee continued, breaching the law, and possible fines linked to a breach, is another major business risk.

With respect to public administration, bias was most often highlighted as a risk associated with using AI. In addition, public authorities often discussed
inaccuracy and data re-identification as risks of using AI. For example, interviewees working on social benefits algorithms stated that incorrect results in general are a risk. This can occur potentially due to rare cases, which are not well identified by the algorithm, or due to errors in the input data. They also highlighted the difficulties associated with moving from testing to deploying a system, including technical challenges, resources required and potential different results when deployed.

Respondents working on targeted advertising also highlighted business risks – for example, when offering irrelevant or inappropriate content. One respondent mentioned potentially losing control over automated systems. In addition, interviewees indicate challenges linked to the difficulty of interpreting results and outputs from AI systems. One interviewee from the consultancy sector fears that the risk related to the lack or absence of sufficient AI knowledge and understanding can cause ongoing projects to be halted, due to a company’s inability to explain clearly what an algorithms will perform, and for what purpose.

Another interviewee from the law enforcement sector, looking into the possible use of AI to support decisions about licence applications, explains that there are inherent risks on how and why such a system proposes a certain response. For example, when potentially using AI to support decisions about license applications for firearms, the respondent asserts that it would not only be critical to understand the reasoning behind negative decisions, but also positive decisions. Several interviews showed that a major concern is to assign properly trained staff with sufficient expertise to trace, explain and interact with the AI system.

This finding is also corroborated by the results of the European Commission survey among companies in the EU. In that survey, 85 % indicate as an obstacle to adopting AI technologies the difficulty to hire new staff with the right skills; 80 % mention the complexity of algorithms as an obstacle.

With respect to the ability to explain decisions based on algorithms, an interviewee working in public administration mentioned that there are no alternatives to being completely transparent when making decisions. There should not be any room for doubt. In a similar vein, a respondent working in the area of health for the private sector mentions that ‘self-learning’ algorithms are forbidden in their area of work, because only fixed algorithms can be traced.

Other risks reported without providing much additional information include cyber-security, data quality, excessive monitoring of people due to the use of data and algorithms, job loss due to automation, and profiling.

4.2. GENERAL AWARENESS OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS AND LEGAL FRAMEWORKS IN THE AI CONTEXT

Not everyone in the EU is aware about their fundamental rights. FRA’s Fundamental Rights Survey shows that slightly more than every second person in the EU (aged 16 or older) has heard about the Charter. Slightly more people, two out of three, have heard about the ECHR and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. This might be because the ECHR is older and more established in people’s common knowledge.

The majority of people interviewed for this project acknowledge that using AI can generally affect fundamental rights. Only very few mention that their use of AI does not have a potential impact on fundamental rights or

“The use of AI can bring many benefits, but also risks, it is like nuclear energy.”
(Interviewee working in private sector, Spain)

“[Our use of AI] does not impact [human rights] in any way. In terms of the decision process, it does not matter whether the decision is made by machine or a human.”
(Interviewee working for public administration, Estonia)
that they were not aware of any such implications. Their responses are influenced by the different ways they use AI, but also their understanding of what fundamental rights are.

For example, one respondent working on the production of pension forecasts based on machine learning says that producing statistics does not have an impact on fundamental rights, apart from data protection issues, which need to be addressed. Another respondent working on social benefits algorithms argues that the impact depends on “how widely human rights are defined” – for example, the right to receive a correct pension.

None of the interviewees working on targeted advertising believe that their use of AI affects fundamental rights negatively. One respondent working on targeted communication with customers stated that one reason for such a response relates to a lack of knowledge about what exactly fundamental rights are.

Practically all interviewees showed awareness about the rights to privacy and data protection as well as to non-discrimination. Other rights, such as human dignity, the right to a fair trial and to effective remedy were also mentioned, albeit very briefly.

A closer look at interviewees’ responses indicates diverging views across respondent groups. Most respondents working for private companies discuss data protection and non-discrimination, but rarely mention other rights challenges. A company working on targeted advertising mentions that they are attentive to issues linked to freedom of speech and the right to information in the sense that their company promotes these rights. This is because posting adverts helps news and other websites obtain funding to continue their work, one interviewee notes.

The range of rights awareness is much broader among public sector representatives working on AI, who referred to other rights such as human dignity and the presumption of innocence.

Those working on AI systems in different fields of application also highlight that the use of the systems is also covered by sector-specific laws. For example, the system making decisions about unemployment benefits is regulated by national legislation on unemployment insurance, on administrative procedures and on data protection. However, some respondents are not aware of any legal standards that apply to their use of AI or are unsure about it.

In the absence of AI-specific regulation, several respondents mention ethics guidelines and certification schemes. Some work with existing guidelines and standards, not necessarily specifically aimed at AI. This is the case, for example, with the IT security system ‘ISKE’ in Estonia or in the area of financial services, with the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard. Respondents also refer to the standards developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) or the European Committee for Standardization (CEN).

A respondent working on targeted advertising argues that certification is not needed in their field because posting ads is not the same as issues linked to the health sector or the work of banks. Several interviewees noted that their organisations are developing (internal) guidelines.

Some respondents mention the guidelines developed at the EU and international level, such as the guidelines from the European Commission’s...
High-Level Expert Group on AI, the OECD’s guidelines, or the UNESCO standards. Some are aware of ongoing developments at EU and Council of Europe level.

Some refer to the need to update sector-specific regulations to be able to innovate on AI – for example, in the area of health. Yet one interviewee states that existing standards are sufficient and that AI does not need to be regulated separately.

4.3. HUMAN DIGNITY

Using AI-driven technologies broadly implicates the duty to respect human dignity, the foundation of all fundamental rights guaranteed by the Charter. Article 1 of the Charter states that human dignity is inviolable and that it must be respected and protected at all times. The CJEU has confirmed in its case law that the fundamental right to dignity is part of EU law.

AI-driven processing of personal data must be carried out in a manner that respects human dignity. This puts the human at the centre of all discussions and actions related to AI. Rather than the technology, the ‘human being’ creating and affected by the new technology needs to be the focus. Taking human dignity as the starting point can help to ensure that the use of AI benefits everyone – for example, by supporting ageing and access to healthcare in a dignified manner.

The use of AI also risks infringing on other closely connected Charter rights, such as the right to life (Article 2) and the right to integrity of the person (Article 3). In this context, it is important to consider how to avoid the harmful use of AI to prevent violations of these rights, for example when it comes to the use of AI by people engaging in criminal activities or when AI is used for weapons.

Apart from such extreme cases, preserving dignity includes avoiding subjecting people to AI without their knowledge and/or informed consent, which is strongly linked to privacy and data protection. For example, when people’s applications for social benefits are decided upon through the use of AI, people need to be made aware (and consent to the use when automated decisions are taken). To give another example, a certain proportion of the population does not feel comfortable being subjected to biometric identification systems. Hence, using it without allowing them to opt out could potentially violate their dignity.

Only very few respondents from public administration referred to the right to dignity when discussing fundamental rights. One respondent, considering the use of AI in prisons, mentions that in this particular context it first needs to be assessed whether the risk of violating fundamental rights would be too high, such as the right to human dignity. Other interviewees made only general references to this right, without discussing it in relation to a concrete use of AI.
4.4. RIGHT TO PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION – SELECTED CHALLENGES

The right to respect for private life and the protection of personal data (Articles 7 and 8 of the Charter) are at the core of fundamental rights discussions around the use of AI. While closely related, the rights to respect for private life and the protection of personal data are distinct, self-standing rights. They have been described as the “classic” right to the protection of privacy and a more “modern” right, the right to data protection.9

Both strive to protect similar values, i.e. the autonomy and human dignity of individuals, by granting them a personal sphere in which they can freely develop their personalities, think and shape their opinions. They thus form an essential prerequisite for the exercise of other fundamental rights, such as the freedom of thought, conscience and religion (Article 10 of the Charter), freedom of expression and information (Article 11 of the Charter), and freedom of assembly and of association (Article 12 of the Charter).10

Given that these two rights are not absolute rights, they can be subject to limitations. However, any interference needs to be adequately justified and cannot compromise the essential, inalienable core of that right,12 as explained in Section 3.3.

The concept of “private life” or “privacy” is complex and broad, and not susceptible to an exhaustive definition. It covers the physical and psychological integrity of a person, and can, therefore, embrace multiple aspects of the person’s physical and social identity.13 There is also a zone of interaction of a person with others, even in a public context, which may fall within the scope of “privacy”. In other contexts, the ECtHR has used the concept of “reasonable expectation of privacy” – referring to the extent to which people can expect privacy in public spaces without being subjected to surveillance – as one of the factors, albeit not necessarily a conclusive one, to decide on a violation of the right to respect for private life. Its relevance and scope of application, however, appears to be limited.14 Similarly, according to the UN Human Rights Committee, the mere fact that participants in assemblies are out in public does not mean that their privacy cannot be infringed. The same applies to the monitoring of social media to glean information about participation in peaceful assemblies.15

The widespread use of AI-technologies may, as the technologies continue to develop, raise unchartered issues and novel concerns about the right to respect for private life. AI-driven technologies may change the way we think about privacy. Algorithmic tools can predict, and reveal information about, people’s behaviour in unprecedented ways – without people even realizing that they are giving away such information. Personal data obtained from the internet may, for instance, then be used for targeted advertising, raising many fundamental rights concerns.16 Issues linked to personal data sharing via smart-phone apps particularly raises significant concerns, including a variety of potential harmful effects, such as manipulation and exploitation of vulnerabilities, discrimination, security issues and fraud (e.g. identity theft) and reduced trust in the digital economy.17
Using AI-driven technologies often implies computerised processing of large amounts of personal data. This constitutes an interference with the right to protection of personal data set out in Article 8 of the Charter (embodying pre-existing EU data protection law), as well as the right to private life under Article 7 of the Charter and Article 8 of the ECHR.

**Awareness of data protection issues and use of personal data**

In the EU, 69% of people have heard about the GDPR. By contrast, virtually all interviewees are aware of the GDPR and discussed data protection issues. Data protection rules deriving from the GDPR and national law are clearly the most well-known and applied rights in the area of AI. Other fundamental rights are less known.

When discussing the legal framework governing the use of AI, most respondents only mentioned data protection rules, as well as some sectoral laws. Some clearly say that there is no other legal framework apart from the data protection laws. An interviewee working for a Spanish public administration notes: “we rely on the data protection regulation and norms, which is all that is available at the moment”.

One interviewee, reflecting on an image-based diagnostic tool, expressed the view that the GDPR could hinder research. The hospital using the tool to support diagnosis after strokes had clear rules on data protection, the interviewee indicated, although they did not know whether data protection certification was requested.

Others referred to more general data protection guidelines or indicated that they were not aware of such documents.

All respondents working in target advertising are aware of privacy and data protection issues. Although not all are responsible for data protection issues in their companies, they are all aware of efforts to protect the data and privacy. One interviewee mentioned that, contrary to earlier years, personal data are now stored much more securely and handled with more care. Attention was given to properly handling consent for data processing. As a consequence, there is a high level of awareness about data protection and privacy issues linked to AI use.

However, data protection law only applies when personal data are processed. For example, using anonymised data to develop AI tools (i.e. as training data) is most likely permissible in many instances and would not trigger the GDPR.

Research shows that data can often be de-anonymised. However, such efforts often require expert knowledge and potentially additional information, and are illegal. While the illegality of de-anonymisation does not necessarily preclude the applicability of the GDPR, it is more important to consider if re-identification of anonymised data is reasonably likely. Anonymising data is only one aspect of protecting the privacy of data subjects. When assessing risks of re-identification, other aspects are also important to consider when disseminating anonymised data. These include who will use the data, for what purpose, and what outputs will be produced.

In the interviews, respondents were not always entirely clear about their use of personal data. They often only superficially described the data used, as mentioned in Chapter 2. In several instances, interviewees indicated that they use non-personal data or anonymised data, arguing that data protection was not relevant in such cases. For example, a semi-public organisation working on environmental management uses aggregated data on water consumption...
for machine learning-based predictions of water consumption. These data are not available at individual level.

Other interviewees said they did not use personal data, although the data originally stem from individuals. The tool supporting restaurant inspection by collecting data from online sources does not use any personal data – the interviewee indicated. However, they indicated the need to be careful when mining data online, because, even if publicly available, it might include personal data, such as usernames.

In another example, an insurance company is using a chatbot to make client contact more effective. The data used to train the system are chat protocols (conversation logs), which are not linked to any personal data. However, in this example, linking these data to personal data might be possible in the future, according to the respondent.

Companies working on targeted online advertising indicate using (pseudo-) anonymised data. This is done, for example, after excluding names and social security keys and encrypting data. The identity of the consumers is not relevant to the company, an interviewee mentioned.

While some indicate that they use non-personal or anonymised data, for others this is not possible because the data are used to make predictions or decisions about specific individuals. For example, an interviewee from a company working on credit rating mentioned they need to know the identity of consumers for their assessments. In this case, this is even more important than the right to be forgotten, according to an interviewee.

An exhaustive discussion of data protection issues is not possible in this report. However, two aspects clearly emerged during the interviews: automated decision making linked to the right to human review, and the right to obtain meaningful information when decisions are automated.

**Automated decision making**

Article 22 of the GDPR and Article 11 of the Law Enforcement Directive generally forbid automated decision making, meaning any “decision based solely on automated processing, including profiling, which produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects him or her.” Under Article 22 of the GDPR, explicit consent is needed when decisions are solely automated and have a legal or similarly significant effect on people and if such automated decision making is not authorised by law. The authorisation by Union or national law is the sole precondition under the Law Enforcement Directive (Article 11) for such processing. For a decision not to be considered fully automated, both instruments require human review by the controller.22
However, the concept of ‘automated’ decision making is elusive and requires further discussion and research. For example, in some cases, human intervention might be limited to ‘signing-off’ on the outcomes of the AI system, rendering it virtually automated. Importantly, human review must not mean a human just signing off the recommendations or outputs from an algorithm. It must be done by someone who has the “authority and competence to change the decision”, considering all relevant data at hand. If humans review and potentially override outcomes of the system, this must also be evaluated.

Research indicates that humans overrule outcomes from algorithms mainly when the result from the algorithm is not in line with their stereotypes. This behaviour threatens the possible added value of automated processing in being potentially more accurate or even fairer than humans. It may also put minority groups at a disadvantage, and is therefore also relevant for non-discrimination issues (discussed below).

Overall, there is disagreement about the exact scope of these provisions of the EU data protection acquis, and whether they impose a general ban on certain types of automated decisions, or provide data subjects with some rights in the context of certain types of AI-driven decision making.

Using algorithms in the area of social benefits, health and predictive policing clearly have potential legal or other significant consequences. The interviews suggest that those working in these areas are well aware of the concept of human review before decisions are taken with the support of AI.

Many interviewees indicate that no automated decisions are taken. One exception is an automation of unemployment benefits, which is, based on national law, fully automated for decisions that do not involve any discretion. In another example, from another country, only positive decisions, based on pre-defined rules, are automated for student benefits. In this case all negative decisions are made by humans. Both cases refer to rule-based decisions, not involving the use of statistics or machine learning.

Another respondent, testing the use of AI systems, including machine learning in the area of social benefits, mentions that equality could be negatively impacted. This is because automation makes human behaviour visible, including existing biased practices. This makes precautions necessary and, as a consequence, the organisation would only allow decisions made by humans.

Interviewees working in health highlighted risks linked to the automation of decisions. An interviewee discussing the tool to support stroke diagnosis feels it is important not to rely on the system to avoid the risk of automation or confirmation bias. They caution that early positive experiences with the application could prompt users to rely on it too easily and devote less attention to their own assessment of the images. Other interviewees raised similar concerns. One interviewee, discussing a tool that analyses images to provide a probability for the presence of a certain type of lesion, notes that the technology supports the diagnosis of simple cases, but that the expertise of doctors is particularly important – and trusted – in more complex cases.

Targeted advertising is often considered not to have a significant effect on people. However, this may be the case if, for example, an individual’s vulnerabilities are used for successful advertising. Considering vulnerabilities is particularly important for people from disadvantaged groups, who may not be aware that they can opt out of direct marketing (see box) or of their right to have a say when decisions are automated.
In the absence of case law in this area, more information and research is needed to identify the impact of such automated decisions (i.e. which advertisement will be delivered to whom, when, how and why). Answering these questions is challenging, as targeted advertising is based on highly complex technology and at scale.

In 2019, a Eurobarometer survey asked people in the EU if they are aware of their right to opt out from direct marketing. Overall, only 59 % of EU citizens have heard about this right (with 24 % having exercised it). But people can only exercise their right if they are aware of it – which becomes even more important when direct marketing is made much more efficient through machine learning.

Awareness levels strongly vary across the EU. The percentage of people who know about their right to opt out from direct marketing ranges from 38 % in Bulgaria to 81 % in the Netherlands. Figure 4 shows the percentages. It also highlights – based on FRA’s analysis of Eurobarometer data – that there is a strong variation within countries, when broken down by regions.

In some regions, fewer than one in four have heard about their right. These are areas with higher shares of people at risk of poverty. This indicates the general problem that people who are more disadvantaged in society tend to be less aware of this right. The data show that people who are not working, who more often struggle to pay their bills, who are living in rural areas, or who are older, are less aware of this right.

FIGURE 4: AWARENESS OF GDPR RIGHT TO OPT OUT FROM DIRECT MARKETING, IN THE EU AND UNITED KINGDOM, BY COUNTRY AND REGION (%)
Experiences from use cases

In general, interviewed experts highlighted that data protection law is difficult to interpret and lacks clarity when it comes to the meaning of automated decision making. One expert from France felt that, because automated decision making is so difficult to explain, all automated decision making should be banned, meaning the exceptions in the GDPR that allow for some automated decision making should be removed. They pointed out that AI can only be used as a decision support tool.

Another expert, an independent lawyer from the Netherlands, views current laws and standards as sufficient, but says they need to be concretised per sector. Particularly, the expert mentions that the scope of the existing rules on permissible automated decision making are not clear and that it remains unclear to him what a comprehensive assessment, or a ‘human in the loop’ means. This was also raised in relation to the SyRI case, where it remained unclear to what extent the decisions were reviewed.

Another expert working at a supervisory authority, more generally, sees no need for adapting data protection laws as “the legislation is quite comprehensive. It is more about the organisation of the supervision thereof, and also the political will behind it”.

These concerns reflect the findings of other research, which also raise serious issues concerning the right to human review. For example, the responsible officers questioned the results of an algorithmic system built to profile unemployed people in Poland in less than one percent of cases. This essentially makes a supporting tool an automated decision making tool.

Linked to the question of reviewing decisions or outputs from AI systems is the challenge of a clear lack of knowledge about how AI works. Interviewees often could not explain in detail how the system they use works or which data it uses, be it due to the lack of knowledge or lack of transparency. Meaningful information about the logic involved, or explaining outcomes from algorithms, is essential for several fundamental rights. It is crucial not only for the processing of personal data, but also for ensuring that the algorithms are fair and do not discriminate. It is also necessary to enable people to properly challenge decisions and AI systems.

One interviewee working for public administration explains that the complexity differs depending on the tasks. Licence administration systems can be relatively straightforward. Crime prevention analysis uses more data sources, which makes it harder to understand. Another interviewee working in law enforcement says that the current AI used by police organisations is not yet so complex that it would make explanations difficult, but that this might be the case in the future.

A respondent working on financial data transactions indicates that traditional models were straightforward to understand. However, new methodologies are more difficult to explain, and the company has to invest resources into making these models more explainable. Still, the level of explainability required by the GDPR is not clear to the respondent.

“There is a risk of having too much trust in the machine.”
(Public administration, France)

“There is a huge tension surrounding the GDPR. So we want to do well, but might in fact be worse off, because interpretation of the data then turns out to be impossible.”
(Public administration, Netherlands)

“If we had to explain the model, we wouldn’t be able to. The model is statistical and not very explainable.”
(Public administration, France)

“Internally we can explain the decisions of the machine learning models and we have several means to do that.”
(Private sector, Estonia)

“If the systems do not have black boxes of information or processes, we already take a step forward in the defence of human rights.”
(Public administration, Spain)

“We are strongly attached to the idea that AI has to be explainable.”
(Public administration, France)
Most people are not aware that they have the right to have a say when decisions are automated, evidence suggests. A Eurobarometer survey showed that 40 % of Europeans know about their data protection rights.

FRA’s analysis of the Eurobarometer survey shows that this figure drops considerably among people with lower socio-economic status. Only 26 % of EU citizens who report that they are struggling to pay their bills most of the time know about this right. This lack of rights awareness among those socially disadvantaged could contribute to further social exclusion if those already disadvantaged are less aware that they can challenge (automated) decisions about them (see Figure 5).

Gender differences are small, yet women are even less aware of this right (38 % of women and 43 % of men). Older people are considerably less aware (31 % among those aged 55 and older).

**FIGURE 5: AWARENESS OF RIGHT TO HAVE A SAY WHEN DECISIONS ARE AUTOMATED, BY AGE, GENDER AND DIFFICULTY IN PAYING BILLS (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>15-24 years</th>
<th>25-39 years</th>
<th>40-54 years</th>
<th>55 years and older</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refusal</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almost never/never</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From time to time</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most of the time</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: N = 26,503. Question: “The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) guarantees a number of rights. Have you heard of each of the following rights? […] 18.5 The right to have a say when decisions are automated (e.g. an algorithm decides if you will be granted a loan or not).”

Source: FRA, 2020 [calculations and presentation based on European Commission (2019), Eurobarometer, 91.2]
4.5. EQUALITY AND NON-DISCRIMINATION

Equality before the law and non-discrimination are enshrined in Articles 20 and 21 of the Charter. Discrimination is “where one person is treated less favourably than another is, has been or would be, treated in a comparable situation” based on a perceived or real personal characteristic (called ‘protected grounds/characteristics’). Article 21 of the Charter prohibits any discrimination based on any ground such as sex, race, colour, ethnic or social origin, genetic features, language, religion or belief, political or any other opinion, membership of a national minority, property, birth, disability, age or sexual orientation.

The Charter prohibition reflects corresponding rights in the ECHR (Article 14) and in Protocol No. 12 to the ECHR (Article 12), but is even broader, as it establishes a non-exhaustive, open list extending protection to a wide range of new grounds. Unlike Article 14 of the ECHR, the Charter right to non-discrimination is a freestanding right that applies to situations that do not need to be covered by any other Charter provision.

Main challenges

Discrimination is a crucial topic when it comes to the use of AI, because the very purpose of machine learning algorithms is to categorise, classify and separate. As one interviewed expert points out, making differences is not per se a bad thing. According to this expert, when deciding to grant a loan, credit history can be used to differentiate between individuals, but not on the basis of protected attributes, such as gender or religion. However, many personal attributes or life experiences are often strongly correlated with protected attributes. The credit history might be systematically different for men and women due to differences in earnings and job histories.

Interviewees often mention efficiency as the main purpose for using AI-related technologies. Yet it is important to note that this cannot not justify unfair, differential treatment.

Often, protected attributes might be highly correlated with risks. For example, differences in life situations among men and women might often be linked to...
different insurance risks. This is, however, not acceptable, as the Test-Achats ruling shows. In that case, the CJEU put an end to gender discrimination in insurance pricing.

Under certain circumstances and in some areas, using algorithms could positively contribute by reducing bias and stereotyping. Algorithmic data analysis may produce results that could dispel prejudicial attitudes. For example, predictive policing might, in some contexts, lead to more equitable and non-discriminatory policing by reducing reliance on subjective human judgments. Predictive techniques may be used to identify so-called ‘white-collar crimes’, such as financial crimes that are historically under-policed.

Nevertheless, direct or indirect discrimination through the use of algorithms that involve big data is considered as one of the most pressing challenges in the use of AI-driven technologies. Bias and discrimination, including gender-based discrimination, in data-supported algorithmic decision making can occur for several reasons and at many levels in AI systems. They are difficult to detect and mitigate.

The discriminatory effects generated on certain groups are, in practice, very difficult for individuals to challenge. So far, only a limited number of court cases have dealt with discrimination relating to AI systems.

Studies have highlighted the potential for discrimination prompted by the use of AI-systems across the areas covered by the report. In the area of predictive policing, for example, a particular risk relates to the potential for automated decision making tools to reproduce and entrench existing discriminatory practices that undermine equality before the law (Article 20 of the Charter). The historical crime data that underpins predictive policing may be biased, reflecting inherent data gaps (e.g. chronic underreporting for certain types of crime), alongside issues with how data is recorded (e.g. human error, but also bias by individual officers).

Crime victimisation surveys consistently show that a large proportion of crime is never reported to the police by the public – particularly crimes involving physical and/or sexual violence, and hate crimes. For example, FRA’s survey on violence against women – with 42,000 respondents – showed that only one in five women who experienced violence, by their partner or anyone else, brought the most serious incident to the attention of the police.

A first instance decision of the Divisional Court of Cardiff in 2019 dismissed a claim concerning the lawfulness of the South Wales Police’s use of the “AFR Locate” face recognition system. The Court of Appeal overturned that decision.

It found that the facial recognition programme used by the police was unlawful. The Court of Appeal ruled that “too much discretion is currently left to individual police officers”. It added that “[i]t is not clear who can be placed on the watch list, nor is it clear that there are any criteria for determining where [the technology] can be deployed”.

The court also held that the police did not sufficiently investigate if the software in use exhibited race or gender bias.

This judgment is the first in-merit specifically on this matter in Europe. It considerably narrows the scope of what is permissible and what law enforcement agencies need to do to fully comply with human rights law.

* UK, Court of Appeal, R (Bridges) v. CC South Wales [2020] EWCA Civ 1058, 11 August 2020.

EU-MIDIS II survey of 25,500 respondents across the EU showed that only three in ten reported incidents of racially motivated hate crime to the police or any other organisation.

Compared with violent crime and hate crime, property crime – such as burglary – has a higher rate of reporting to the police, particularly in developed countries. This may be because this is a requirement when claiming on an insurance policy.

In sum – relying on official crime statistics (that are based on reported crime) when looking to develop AI models in the field of predictive policing is particularly problematic when it comes to specific crimes and specific groups.

Some variables used in AI modelling can be proxies for race, ethnicity, gender and other protected categories. The complexity of the algorithms makes it harder to identify and remove such biases. Instead of providing objective analysis, predictive policing software may turn into an ‘echo chamber’ cementing existing systemic flaws and injustices with the ‘stamp’ of what appears to be scientific legitimacy.

The use of predictive policing may also make law enforcement responses less equitable by focusing on certain crimes or areas. Predictive policing is currently focused on property crimes such as theft and burglaries, which are often associated with certain demographics and neighbourhoods. This can result in certain demographics and neighbourhoods – and the individuals living in them – being further stigmatised. Meanwhile, white-collar crime – typically committed by different demographics – is less prioritised. These patterns of policing – whereby certain neighbourhoods or communities are disproportionately policed – predates the use of AI. However, the ‘promise’ that AI is more ‘objective’ and can, in turn, be used to counteract discriminatory policing, needs to be verified in practice.

Oxford University researcher Sandra Wachter highlights that discrimination may occur due to information linked to protected attributes in targeted advertising. Newly created profiles for the purpose of advertising might amount to indirect discrimination and potentially even require new characteristics to be added to non-discrimination legislation, and extend for its scope to be expanded to other areas.

Experiences from use cases
Many interviewees noted that the use of AI, in general, can discriminate, but that the systems they are working with do not. Many indicated a belief that excluding information on protected attributes is sufficient protection against discrimination. However, discrimination can occur due to other information contained in datasets that may indicate protected attributes. Traces of protected groups are often hidden in other information.

An example from a public authority, which uses AI in tax and customs, shows the challenges linked to identifying possible bias and potential discrimination when using algorithms. When scrutinising their algorithms, a public administration body found a higher degree of errors in tax declarations among recently issued national identification numbers, which have almost always been attributed to immigrants. This prompted further research into the correlation. It turned out that the outputs of people with recent identification numbers more often contained errors because they had never filed their taxes before, and did not know how to do so (which was also the case for non-migrants). This is also an example of proxy information, where parts of a number could indicate immigrant status.

“If you want the machine not to discriminate on the basis of sex, do not put the variable of sex, as easy as that, or make the examples symmetrical if you notice that sex has certain relevance.”

(Public administration, Spain)
Another interviewee working on the potential use of AI for detecting benefits fraud mentioned in this respect: “If you want to prevent discrimination based on ethnicity, for instance, it does not suffice to just remove the ‘ethnicity label’, because the neighbourhood composition is often also determined by ethnicity, or ethnicity plays a role in it. So [preventing discrimination] often goes beyond the ‘direct’ characteristics”.

Even if most of the respondents were aware of the general potential for discrimination when using AI, they often ruled out that their system discriminates against people based on protected characteristics. Some respondents also believe that their tools have a positive impact in terms of non-discrimination. One respondent, testing AI for social benefits decisions, regrets not being able to use AI for data protection reasons, even though, in the respondent’s view, automation could process big datasets effectively and without discrimination. While noting that protection of personal data needs to be observed, the respondent feels it hinders prompt decision making and non-discrimination – “if it can be automated, it should be automated”.

Some respondents were not clear or not sure about whether their use of AI could discriminate. Respondents repeatedly stated that their system cannot discriminate because it does not include data on protected characteristics. For example, several interviewees working in predictive policing and law enforcement felt that there was no potential for discrimination, as the AI systems did not use data on, or return outcomes related to, protected grounds, or because the system does not aim to identify people.

Others working on predictive policing felt that discrimination could occur, in particular because of issues in the training data. In relation to the predictive policing ‘heat map’ case, for example, one interviewee noted that – because the dataset is never fully neutral, representative or complete – there is a strong risk of bias and possible discrimination towards particular groups. They identified sharing datasets to increase the amount of data available as one way to mitigate this risk, but felt that this was impeded by data protection regulations. They also indicated that multi-level teams with the task to travel to different police authorities and check on the quality of the systems used are being set up.

In the area of targeted advertising, some interviewees mentioned discrimination as a potential problem, mainly after being asked directly about it. Overall respondents do not think that their systems discriminate. Three respondents mention that information on gender and age is not used and consequently no discrimination in this respect can occur. Another interviewee is not sure if this information is included or not.

A respondent working on a breast cancer detection tool highlighted that age, gender and ethnicity are relevant factors as some population groups are more likely to develop certain types of cancer. Respondents working in health highlighted that the potential for discrimination is also linked to who uses the system, suggesting that this could become a greater challenge if the system were used by non-medical staff.

A different, but related, example comes from a respondent working on credit rating for a private company, selling credit scores of individuals created by an algorithm. The company uses information about gender, age and citizenship in its credit risk models. This information has some impact on the outcome of the credit scores. For example, younger people or non-citizens have a higher credit risk score, but the influence of demographics is much smaller compared to credit history data. According to the interviewee, their system “certainly does not impact on the right to non-discrimination, because we

“[I]f you do not have access to sensitive personal data, it is impossible to check if you are profiling on that basis.”
(Public administration, Netherlands)

“For discrimination, it’s complicated because some diseases are more present in certain ethnic groups. Predictions take into account the sexual, ethnic, genetic character. But it is not discriminatory or a violation of human rights.”
(Private sector, France)
do not make any decisions, we sell data and data analytics. Creditors have to monitor that they do not discriminate.

Another interviewee working on the data strategy for a financial institution in the private sector, using AI to analyse financial transactions, clearly mentions the challenges of understanding what non-discrimination constitutes for their work. The interviewee mentions, for example, that it is not clear to what extent it is illegal to exclude older people from receiving credit if their life expectancy is expected to be lower than the mortgage repayment period they asked for.

These findings point to uncertainty and ambiguity in the financial sector with respect to how Article 21 of the Charter – on non-discrimination – translates into real life situations.

Vulnerable groups
Much of the discussion and research about discrimination when using AI is linked to biased results with respect to ethnic origin, gender, and to some extent, age. Although it is important to analyse potential discrimination against these groups, the Charter covers several other grounds of discrimination, which are less often part of discussions or research.

These other grounds include, for example, political opinion, sexual orientation, and disability. The Charter provides particular rights to some special groups (beyond Articles 20 and 21), including the rights of the child (Article 24), the rights of the elderly (Article 25), and the rights of persons with disabilities (Article 26).

The question of age – with respect to older age groups and younger adults – came up during the interviews, notably when it comes to insurance and credit (see above).

However, none of the interviewees or experts directly mentioned the rights of the child. This might be linked to some extent to the nature of the use cases investigated, but it clearly reflects the fact that this topic is not high on the agenda of many of those working in AI.

Article 24 of the Charter emphasises that the best interests of the child must be the primary consideration in all activities of public authorities and private actors that concern children, which applies of course – equally – to the field of AI.

Only two respondents from public administration mentioned possible use of AI in the area of child custody and the distribution of children in schools. But they did not address this in consideration of the rights of the child. These respondents did not wish to go into more detail concerning these use cases – potentially reflecting the sensitivity of this topic.

Finally, issues linked to the integration of people with disabilities were not raised in any of the interviews.
A Eurobarometer survey that included questions on AI asked respondents about the areas they are mostly concerned about when it comes to the use of AI, including discrimination in decision making, unclear responsibility, and that there is nobody to complain to.

Only around 40% of EU citizens indicated that they are concerned that using AI could lead to discrimination in terms of age, gender, race or nationality – for example, in taking decisions on recruitment, credit worthiness, etc.

Results vary across countries. Higher proportions of people are concerned about discrimination in the Netherlands (58%), Luxembourg (48%) and Sweden (47%). Lower proportions expressed concern in Estonia (25%), Hungary (24%) and Lithuania (23%) (see Figure 6).

However, from this question it is not clear if people do not know that discrimination can happen, or if they are aware that it can happen but do not think it is a problem.

**FIGURE 6: AWARENESS ABOUT THE RISKS OF DISCRIMINATION WHEN USING AI, BY COUNTRY (%)**

![Bar chart showing awareness about the risks of discrimination when using AI, by country.](chart)

**Notes:** Includes people who indicated that they are concerned that AI could lead to discrimination among three possible issues, or all of the three issues.

**Source:** FRA calculations based on European Commission (2019), *Eurobarometer, 92.3*
The Charter stipulates that equality between women and men must be ensured in all areas, including employment, work and pay (Article 23). Gender discrimination is a major concern when it comes to the design and use of AI and related technologies.*

On the development side, the European Economic and Social Committee notes that the development of AI is taking place within a homogenous environment principally consisting of young white men. This results in cultural and gender disparities, which are being embedded in AI technologies. For example, training data are prone to manipulation, may be biased, reflect cultural, gender and other prejudices or preferences, and contain errors.** This is also reflected in this research, where, despite efforts to achieve gender balance, the majority of interviewees were men.

Disparities at the design and deployment stage are linked to the systematic disadvantages affecting women in the labour market and the potential lack of awareness of gender biases. A recent study showed that the increased use of industrial robots could widen the gender gap, despite both genders benefiting from increased automation, as the analysis indicated that men in medium- and high-skill occupations would benefit disproportionately.***

Looking ahead, using data and algorithms could help to better mainstream gender equality into policies and processes by paying attention to gendered datasets. Drawing on discussions around gender inequalities and the use of data (‘data feminism’)**** could help to raise awareness that the male point of view should not be taken as the default view, which also then finds its way into datasets.*****

---

*Tackling gender inequality in the design and use of AI


** European Economic and Social Committee, Artificial intelligence – The consequences of artificial intelligence on the (digital) single market, production, consumption, employment and society (own-initiative opinion), 31 May 2017, JO C 288, p. 43.


**** See the webpage on data feminism on the datasociety’s website.

4.6. ACCESS TO JUSTICE

The right to an effective remedy before a tribunal and to a fair trial (Article 47 of the Charter) is one of the most often used Charter right in legal proceedings. This highlights its importance in upholding fundamental rights and the rule of law. This right of horizontal character empowers individuals to challenge a measure affecting any right conferred to them by EU law, not only in respect of those guaranteed in the Charter.\textsuperscript{3} The CJEU has underlined that Article 47 of the Charter constitutes a reaffirmation of the principle of effective judicial protection and that the characteristics of a remedy must be determined in a manner that is consistent with this principle.\textsuperscript{52}

The right to an effective remedy also covers decisions taken with the support of AI technologies. EU data protection law reconfirms that the right to an effective judicial remedy must be provided in relation to decisions by the controller or the processor\textsuperscript{53} as well as the supervisory authority.\textsuperscript{54} Data processed by AI-driven technologies is no exception.

It is crucial to note that the possibility to lodge an administrative complaint before a supervisory authority as provided for by the GDPR and the Law Enforcement Directive\textsuperscript{55} is not considered an effective judicial remedy under Article 47 of the Charter. This is because no court is involved in such a review. Judicial review should always remain available and accessible, when internal and alternative dispute settlement mechanisms prove insufficient or when the person concerned opts for judicial review.\textsuperscript{56}

Using AI can challenge the right to an effective remedy in different ways. One prominent concern is the lack of transparency in the use and operation of new technologies. Algorithmic decision making is notoriously opaque: data collection, algorithm training, selection of data for modelling or profiling, the situation around individual consent, effectiveness and error rates of the algorithm and other aspects are often not transparently reported.\textsuperscript{57}
Without access to this information, individuals may not be able to defend themselves, assign responsibility for the decisions affecting them, appeal any decision negatively affecting them or have a fair trial, which includes the principle of equality of arms and adversarial proceedings as established by the ECtHR. These requirements also form part of the corresponding Charter right (Article 47) in view of Article 52 (3) of the Charter.

Main challenges
These issues are reflected in the specific challenges to the right to an effective remedy and a fair trial that the interviewed experts outlined. Generally, experts indicate a difference in accessing remedies at private companies and public administration. Public authorities are more often forced to be transparent about their use of AI. Meanwhile, companies appear to be more secretive, the assessment of several experts suggests. However, an expert from the Netherlands said that people might more readily complain to companies, but be reluctant to complain to public authorities. This is because public services often concern vulnerable people, in need of social benefits, who would be less inclined to complain about any decisions.

Opportunities to successfully complain about the use of AI and challenge decisions based on AI are essential for providing access to justice. The interviews emphasised the following as important in this respect:

- Making people aware that AI is used
- Making people aware of how and where to complain
- Making sure that the AI system and decisions based on AI can be explained

First, everyone needs to know if they are dealing with an AI system. If a taken decision affects people, e.g. on social benefits, people concerned might complain in general – but they will not be able to complain about the use of AI if they do not know AI is involved.

An expert explained that, while there is general willingness to complain, the biggest problem is that people often do not know that AI is being used, because organisations are not transparent about this, even though this is required by the GDPR. Several interviewees indicate that informing people that any decision made about them is based on (partly) automated tools is the very first step for providing access to complaints.

Second, everyone needs to know how and where to complain. It may be difficult for people to know which body deals with what type of complaints. One expert pointed out that consumers often do not know how to complain – for example, to a bank that might use algorithms for deciding on financial matters. A public administration that issues automated decisions decided to add names of employees to the decisions to provide contact persons to those potentially challenging the (automated) decision. Most interviewees indicated that there are ways and procedures for complaints in place, which are the same procedures as those for any other complaints not linked to the use of AI. Only few companies or organisations that use AI on anonymised or aggregated data indicate that they do not have any complaint mechanisms in place.

Finally, those complaining need enough information to challenge the underlying decision. Only thorough information about the AI systems provides equality of arms to meaningfully challenge decisions. However, this is not straightforward when it comes to the use of AI, particularly because of:

- potential intellectual property rights issues, and
- because complex systems are difficult to explain.
Intellectual property rights form one hurdle to providing enough information about how a decision was made, or how a system works. Algorithms can be part of an implemented software, or technical invention, that may be subject to intellectual property rights – a right protected under Article 17 (2) of the Charter. Actors often seek out copyright, patent and trade secret protection to safeguard their knowledge on AI.61

One interviewee from the insurance sector claims that, due to the highly competitive market, “one may not share too much about the workings of a used technology” as to, for instance, why a particular price was given to a customer. This is essentially because competitors could benefit from this knowledge if the underlying software were subject to scrutiny. Another respondent using AI to handle visa applications notes that using systems developed by external providers whose algorithms are covered by intellectual property rights can hinder the necessary transparency at a later stage.

Another challenge for successfully complaining about automated decisions or the use of AI in general is the challenge to explain the decisions based on complex systems. The interviewees working for public administration suggest that there is usually clear guidance on how to complain against an administrative decision, an area where interviewees highlight the importance of detailed explanations. For example, for the systems that automatically provide unemployment benefits for cases that do not involve discretion, clients can ask for the reasoning behind automated administrative acts. An interviewee indicates that if clients wish to see the calculations behind financial decisions, they may do so in the self-service system on the organisation’s website or in their publications, which contain detailed descriptions of the calculations used.

Interviewees recognise that an open and transparent logic is essential for providing explanations regarding AI-supported decisions, but that this is often challenging or impossible to achieve. One interviewee working for a bank mentions that more complex machine learning solutions cannot be used for certain decision making, because the reasoning of the system cannot be explained easily, and this is why such systems are only used for other purposes. However, an interviewee working for another bank indicates that such systems are used, but they use simpler methods in addition to the complex ones to get an idea of the probable reasons for the decisions.

One expert raised the problem that companies internally might not have enough information about the way algorithms work themselves. The lack of expertise and knowledge appears to be a major hindrance in practice when seeking access to effective remedy.61

Experiences from use cases
Respondents discussing predictive policing tools highlighted transparency as important.

In the gender-based violence use case, they felt that sending both the police file and the outcome of the AI system to the judge, and informing the victim of the level of risk attributed to the case and the police measures that will apply as a result, enhances transparency.

Interviewees discussing the heat map example referred to numerous requests to the police to explain the system’s purpose and how it works, and highlighted transparency as a way to reduce public anxiety.

A number of interviewees pointed to the possibility for individuals affected by the system to make complaints to the police, the courts or the
Ombuds institution. With reference to the domestic violence case, however, the interviewee indicated that there is no procedure in place to question a system of police protocol.

In terms of measures to protect fundamental rights in the health services use cases, several interviewees referred to ethics committees, as well as general legal safeguards and data protection rules. Checks and controls were primarily mentioned to take place through external actors. No specific complaints procedures were in place in the organisations of those interviewees who responded to this question.

Some interviewees highlighted that doctors ultimately take responsibility for decisions, and that patients often do not know about the use of an AI tool in the first place. For example, in the breast cancer detection example, the interviewee indicated that there is no possibility for legal recourse against the developer of the tool, as the radiologist makes the decision on diagnosis and is liable for any errors.

The safeguards in place for the targeted advertising cases mainly follow data protection requirements, such as ensuring that consent is obtained and respected. One company makes sure not to have clients engaged in illicit practices and rejects clients from certain sectors, such as political advertising.

**Complaints received**

Few of the organisations interviewed received any complaints challenging their use of AI. In some cases, interviewees claim to have received complaints by complainants not aware that AI was used, who noticed incorrect outputs in decision making.

For example, individuals lodged complaints regarding traffic fines, whereby a police officer stopped a car driver, and upon hearing the car driver’s explanation as to why the fine was wrongfully administered, proceeded to manually correct the information in the system, without being able to update the system’s historical data. In these cases, such fines will remain visible throughout the system, and this particular person would continue to be profiled as a high risk on each occasion.

Even though organisations rarely received any formal complaints with respect to their use of AI, interviewees often state that this is due to the early stages of their AI implementation. Nonetheless, interviewees reported repeated requests for access to or rectification of personal data, and some people requested their information to be removed, as well as explanations as to why a certain recommendation was made.

The majority of interviewees claim that procedures are the same as to if a decision had been processed or undertaken by a human. On the other hand, a few other interviewees showed interest in opening new channels to analyse, explain and redress decisions involving their AI solutions.

Other rights linked to access to justice set out in the Charter are also impacted, most notably by the use of AI in law enforcement. These include, for example, the presumption of innocence (Article 48 of the Charter).

When identifying people who are suspected of having committed a crime, the police may target their activities specifically against one person or put them under suspicion based on flawed and fragmented data and algorithmic profiling. Uncritical reliance on automated tools, without proper human review that takes into account other information, might contribute to discrimination in decision making.

“The number of the complaints about data use is miniscule, rather people may have asked to delete some information about them.”

(Private company, Estonia)
4.7. RIGHT TO SOCIAL SECURITY AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

The right to social security and assistance enshrined in Article 34 of the Charter is a classic social right, inspired by various international and European legal standards. This provision, combining both elements of a right and of a principle, has a great significance in the EU in view of the free movement of people within the Union.

Instead of tying issues of social protection to the labour market, this Charter right takes a new, communitarian approach when broadly referring to “providing [social] protection in cases such as maternity, illness, industrial accidents, dependency or old age, and in the case of loss of employment” (Article 34 (1)).

It is, however, a primarily programmatic statement that does not prescribe any minimum standard of protection. It is in principle up to EU Member States to determine the conditions of entitlement and access to social benefits, with further clarification needed from the CJEU. Yet, Article 34 (1) of the Charter provides protection against measures restricting or abolishing existing social security rights.

In addition, access to social rights is guaranteed to all individuals legally residing within the EU who exercise their right to free movement, regardless of their nationality, subject to EU and national laws (Article 34 (2)). This thus creates justiciable rights before national courts and the CJEU.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that the impact of AI technologies on social protection systems and the lives of the many individuals who rely upon them can be far-reaching and – potentially – very problematic. Introducing AI-driven technologies in social welfare systems risks creating barriers to access to this right.

For example, using AI in social security needs to account for potential negative – and discriminatory – effects on non-nationals (both EU citizens and third-country nationals) exercising their right to freedom of movement in the EU. They could be negatively affected, for example, if a system relies on data about job histories, which are not available for those moving from other EU Member States.

Only one respondent addressed the ‘right to receive a correct pension’ as an aspect of a wider definition of human rights. Meanwhile, none of those interviewed referred to the fundamental right to social security and social assistance. This could partly reflect the nature of the use cases. However, the lack of references to social rights among public sector interviewees was notable.

4.8. CONSUMER PROTECTION

The Charter stipulates that EU policies must ensure a high level of consumer protection, which is based on Article 169 of the TFEU. EU institutions and other bodies needs to observe this principle, as do Member State authorities when implementing EU law.
This Charter principle provides only for the guarantee of a particular goal ("a high level of consumer protection"). Article 169 of the TFEU is more concrete, as it also determines the means of how to achieve the stated aim – for example, protecting the health, safety and economic interest of consumers, as well as promoting their right to information and education. 72

Among the use cases, the use of AI for targeted advertising, and the use of medical records by companies, are of particular importance.

When it comes to targeted advertising, consumers need to be aware that they can opt out from being targeted. If they are not aware, they might be subjected to advertising they do not want. This is particularly problematic in combination with highly sophisticated AI systems for advertising, which can amount to some sort of manipulation of consumer preferences. 73

Consumer protection is also of major relevance for the use of health data (EHRs). The European Consumer Organisation (BEUC) noted that AI in the area of health brings challenges for consumers. It recommends that AI technologies must fully respect data protection rules, be transparent to the consumer, and avoid discrimination. BEUC has also called for updated regulation and legislative measures for market surveillance, law enforcement, and efficient redress concerning digital health products and services to fully protect EU consumers. 74

BEUC carried out a survey among consumers about their views on AI in selected EU Member States. It shows that more than one in two respondents agree that companies are using AI to manipulate consumer decisions. In addition, almost half of respondents believe that personalised content and adverts on e-commerce platforms do not have an added value (44 %). Slightly more than half of the survey respondents expressed low trust that governments effectively control AI. 75

In the interviews conducted for this study, consumer protection was only mentioned at the margins, when discussing risks of using AI and fundamental rights. However, some respondents from businesses refer to consumer protection legislation as a relevant framework also applying to their use of AI. Moreover, some respondents deem consumer protection authorities potentially relevant oversight bodies when AI is used.

In general terms, many interviewees in the business sector stress the importance of consumer satisfaction. For example, a company using video surveillance for the security of customers at their premises mention that consumer protection regulations are relevant for such technical solutions, and that the use of the systems should aim to improve the situation of consumers while also preserving their rights. Several AI tools are built to understand and profile consumers to enable businesses to improve their services and marketing.

Data protection is an important aspect for business. This is also linked to the fact that breaching data protection rules is considered a business risk, as mentioned above. One major concern of companies is obtaining and managing consent from consumers and customers to process their data, when using AI tools for marketing purposes. Interviewees report that the GDPR has had an impact, improving their systems to handle consent.
4.9. RIGHT TO GOOD ADMINISTRATION

The right to good administration is a well-established general principle of EU law elaborated by the CJEU. As such, it is binding on all EU Member States.\(^{76}\) It is also a fundamental right enshrined in Article 41 of the Charter, although only for actions of EU institutions, bodies and agencies.\(^{77}\)

As a general principle of EU law, it requires EU Member States to apply the requirements of the right to good administration in all public action. This right includes, but is not limited to, the right of an individual to have access to their file and the obligation of any public authority to give sufficient reasons for its decisions.\(^{78}\)

Access to the file facilitates understanding of the evidentiary basis on which a decision has been made, and/or of the reasons underlying it. This places the individual in a better position to put forward counter-arguments when exercising the right to be heard and the right to an effective remedy.\(^{79}\)

The obligation to give reasons makes, from the perspective of the individuals affected, the decision-making process more transparent, so that the person concerned can know and understand why a measure or action has been taken. Transparency is also an enabling principle that provides foundations for other rights,\(^{80}\) including the exercise of the right to an effective remedy.

According to the CJEU, the context in which individual decisions are made is important in determining the extent of the duty to give reasons.\(^{81}\) In France, for instance, the Code on the Relations between the Public and the Administration requires written explanations of the factual and legal considerations on which a decision has been based.\(^{82}\)

The right to good administration also applies when AI systems process personal data and support decision making by public authorities. Although the right to good administration may be subjected to certain limitations, the question arises of how to ensure that the potentially huge number of individuals all have access to their files (personal data used in AI systems). Another question is how to make sure that public authorities always give sufficient reasons when the operation of AI-driven technologies cannot be fully explained due to their inherent opacity and complexity.

The use of a system to categorise unemployed people, set up in Poland, highlighted problems linked to public administration and the use of algorithms. Based on questions answered by unemployed people, a categorisation was developed through a statistical algorithm. The system received a lot of criticism from civil society with respect to the lack of opportunities to complain and potential discrimination.\(^{83}\) In the end, a complaint by the Ombudsinstitution – based on administrative grounds – led to a constitutional court ruling that put an end to the system’s use.\(^{84}\)

The intent to increase efficiency drives the use of AI in the public sector – an aim that directly speaks to improving administration and benefiting citizens. Respondents in public administration by far most often indicate efficiency as the reason for considering the use of AI or for presently using AI. One respondent, who advises ministries on digital strategies and their use of AI, said that the main reasons for adopting AI are to improve the service to citizens and to reduce the costs of these services for public administration.

Interviewees also indicate that public administration has particular requirements, meaning AI cannot be used for all purposes and needs particular attention when it comes to decision making. However, the efficiency of a system is also considered an important added value.
In this sense, a respondent working on the digitalisation of migration management indicates that building too complex AI systems is a risk, because afterwards it would require a lot of work to understand the system in retrospect. The interviewee indicates that their team needs to be careful not to allow AI to make final decisions, which have to be taken by a human – because society and clients are not ready for this, according to the interviewee. Although some systems are appealing, they do not work effectively, and this could result in extra work and negative results. However, the interviewee also indicates that the dimension of efficiency “is often side-lined when discussing data protection”.

The requirements for good administration also directly link the issues raised above with respect to data protection, non-discrimination and the right to an effective remedy and fair trial. Public administration can only process data on a legal basis. Decisions need to be fair and transparent and pathways to challenge decisions need to be available and accessible. As a result, the requirements for good administration are directly linked to the discussion and analysis above with respect to the legal processing of data (under data protection), fair decisions (linked to the discussion about non-discrimination), alongside transparency and ways to challenge and explain decisions (with respect to access to justice).
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Chapter 4 illustrated the extent to which using AI affects different fundamental rights. This chapter analyses how fundamental rights impact assessments (FRIA) could reduce the negative impacts that using AI can have on fundamental rights.

Section 5.1 provides a brief overview of the current discussion on the need for fundamental rights impact assessments in this field. Section 5.2 analyses current practices in addressing fundamental rights implications, based on the interviews conducted for this report. Interviewees were asked about what sort of testing was done before the system was used, and who controls the tasks affected by the use of the technology.

The chapter ends with suggestions on how to assess the fundamental rights impact when using AI and related technologies.

5.1 CALLING FOR A FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS IMPACT ASSESSMENT – AVAILABLE GUIDANCE AND TOOLS

International organisations, academics and civil society have called for fundamental rights impact assessments to be conducted when using AI or related technologies.

For example, the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe’s guidelines on addressing the human rights impacts of algorithmic systems recommend that states should conduct “impact assessments prior to public procurement, during development, at regular milestones, and throughout their context-specific deployment in order to identify the risks of rights-adverse outcomes”.

There is a need for flexible impact assessments that can adapt to different situations given that fundamental rights violations are always contextual. Scholars exemplify this based on EU anti-discrimination law, where equality is always contextual and depends on the case at hand.

Fundamental rights compliance cannot be automated and hard-coded into computer software. Rather, each use case needs separate examination to determine whether any fundamental rights issue arises. Nevertheless, assessments can follow a systematic approach and provide similar information.

Existing standards provide guidance on how to do a fundamental rights impact assessment of AI and related technology. These include hard law, soft law...
instruments (such as recommendations or declarations), and practical tools (e.g. guidelines and checklists).

Beyond the requirements flowing from data protection legislation (see box), there are few examples of laws requiring mandatory assessments of the effects of AI in general. In view of the increasing uptake of AI, the Canadian government has issued guidelines, including mandatory requirements for assessing AI for use by public administration. It applies to any system, tool, or statistical model used to recommend or make an administrative decision about a client.⁶
European data protection law requires a data protection impact assessment (DPIA). The CoE Modernised Convention No. 108 provides for a general obligation to examine the likely impact of data processing on individuals’ rights and fundamental freedoms before their use. Following the assessment, controllers should design the processing in such a manner to prevent or minimise identified risks.

EU law imposes a similar, more detailed, obligation. The GDPR foresees a Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) for data processing that is likely “to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons.” Therefore, where required by law, a DPIA for an AI technology could potentially also address the broader fundamental rights implications, besides the impact on the right to privacy, and be used as a tool to further investigate algorithms and their impacts.

However, under the GDPR (Article 35), the DPIA is limited to ‘high risk’ cases processing personal data. It therefore may miss other high risk cases that are not primarily or obviously related to protection of personal data. At the same time, the GDPR is delimited to its specific field of application, with accompanying expertise in this field. This means that the potential extension of the scope of a DPIA to other fundamental rights might be limited.

The GDPR also gives some indications about the modalities to undertake a DPIA. First, a DPIA should be conducted before any high risk processing. Second, a DPIA should provide for a systematic description of envisaged operations, the purpose and the legitimate interests pursued. It must also assess the necessity and proportionality of the processing and the possible risks to the rights of individuals. In addition, it must contain the planned security measures to address the risks identified.

While pointing out that different methodologies can apply, the Article 29 Working Party (WP 29) proposes – in a check list form – minimum criteria that a controller should use to assess if the DPIA comprehensively complies with the GDPR.

Finally, the GDPR foresees prior mandatory consultation of the relevant supervisory authority, if the impact assessment indicates that processing presents risks that cannot be mitigated. This gives a crucial role to DPAs, as independent bodies established by law.

The European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) provides guidance on carrying out DPIAs. Data protection authorities have also discussed, and provide guidance on, how to assess AI technologies.

---
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GDPR, Art. 35.


See, for example, the Declaration on ethics and data protection in AI, adopted by the 40th International Conference of Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners (ICDPPC), in 2018.
There are many more examples of non-binding guidelines. At the global level, the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights recommend that enterprises integrate the findings from human rights impact assessments across relevant internal functions and processes, and take appropriate action. Although they do not refer specifically to AI, the guidelines are relevant in supporting the development of AI technology in a rights compliant manner.

At the EU level, the Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI prepared by the European Commission’s High-Level Group on Artificial Intelligence also recommend performing a FRIA, before a system’s development, when “there are risks that fundamental rights can negatively be affected by the technology”. They also emphasise the need to put in place mechanisms to receive external feedback on AI systems that potentially infringe on fundamental rights.

In addition, private companies, associations of private companies or of both public and private interests, as well as NGOs and other organisations have developed different types of guidance to support AI impact assessments. These documents do not usually contain clear guidelines on impact assessment. Instead, they highlight the different aspects and criteria that should be taken into account when developing and carrying out an impact assessment.

Broad categories include the purpose of the system, the description of the technology, the assessment of the impact and targeted population/individual, evaluating fairness and diversity, the description of the audits planned or performed, as well as accountability. Some explicitly refer to applicable international human rights law standards.

Various codes of ethics or conducts, standards, as well as certification schemes are also in place.

Several practical tools are available to assess the impact of AI technologies and mitigate risks, developed by a wide range of actors. These include checklists, lists of questions, online self-evaluation tools, and risk management frameworks.

Some focus specifically on assessing fundamental rights risks. Others focus on ethical, societal or economic implications. These can be useful references when performing a thorough fundamental rights impact assessment of AI technologies.

In July 2020, for example, the High-Level Group on Artificial Intelligence issued an “Assessment List for Trustworthy AI” (ALTAI), after a six month pilot involving more than 350 stakeholders. ALTAI helps organisations self-evaluate – on a voluntary basis – the reliability and trustworthiness of AI and reduce potential risks for users. It supports businesses and public administrations to ask the right questions around the seven requirements for responsible AI identified in the Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI.

ALTAI specifically refers to the need to perform a fundamental rights impact assessment. It includes examples of questions to assess impact on non-discrimination/equality; the right to privacy; the rights of the child; the freedom of expression; as well as the freedom of information and association.

Several online assessment tools target the use of AI by public authorities. The Canadian Government developed an Algorithmic Impact Assessment tool (AIA), pursuant to the Canadian Directive on Automated Decision-Making. The AIA represents an automated assessment consisting of more than 50 questions that unfold the requirements of the directive. Questions relate to
fundamental rights concerns – such as an AI system’s impact on the freedom of movement, on the likelihood of incarceration of an individual, on the legal status, on access to funding or benefits, or on indigenous people. A score is attributed to each reply and a final impact scoring is provided and made publically available on the government’s website.

As another example, the Ethics Toolkit\textsuperscript{31} is a freely accessible tool designed for local governments. Based on a risk management approach, it supports fair automated decisions and minimising unintentional harm to individuals in the field of the criminal justice, higher-education, social media and other areas.

Among national human rights bodies, the Danish Institute for Human Rights proposed a human rights compliance “quick check.\textsuperscript{32} This involves an interactive online computer programme that allows companies to select and modify the information in a database to suit their type of business and area of operations to check rights compliance. The quick check is based on the Human Rights Compliance Assessment tool,\textsuperscript{33} which runs on a database of over 350 questions and 1,000 corresponding human rights indicators. It uses international human rights law standards as benchmarks. Applying to all fields of operations, it can provide guidance when developing impact assessment for AI technology.

Academic work has also suggested operational frameworks for assessing risks in using AI technology. Some focus specifically on identifying and addressing fundamental rights implications by the private sector.\textsuperscript{34} Some focus on developing ethical and values-oriented models (analysing the societal impact of the data used) with the creation of ad hoc expert (review) committee.\textsuperscript{35}

Others have developed guidance frameworks for specific case studies. For example, in the field of criminal justice, the ALGO CARE framework\textsuperscript{36} introduced a step-by-step assessment to evaluate the key legal and practical concerns that should be considered in relation to police using algorithmic risk assessment tools.

Some have argued for participatory ways to involve and consider the views of the affected rights-holders and other stakeholders communities when developing an impact assessment and publically engage with them from the start.\textsuperscript{37} Others have joined cross-discipline expertise of science and law to design practical frameworks.\textsuperscript{38}

5.2. IMPACT ASSESSMENTS AND TESTING IN PRACTICE

Virtually all the systems discussed in the interviews were subject to some sort of testing, which included elements of impact assessment. However, these were mainly technical and data protection (impact) assessments. These rarely address potential impacts on other fundamental rights.
Some interviewees argue against conducting a fundamental rights impact assessment, because in their view the system does not negatively affect fundamental rights or because they are unsure about it. For example, a respondent working on traffic management, using cameras for monitoring traffic, indicated that they only tested for accuracy of the system, but not fundamental rights, apart from respecting data protection rules.

Some respondents simply did not know if fundamental rights were assessed as part of a general impact assessment that was carried out.

**Testing and stages of development**

Much testing is done before any new AI system is used. As respondents highlighted, moving an AI system into production is a very challenging task. As mentioned, public administration as well as private companies are usually careful when using AI. Many projects that interviewees refer to are still in development or in the pilot phase, and some had not started concrete testing.

Testing can be done in several stages. These include the development stage (so-called proof-of-concept), pilot stages before deployment, and tests during and after deployment. If possible, live experimentation is carried out at the initial stages, which often involves staged deployment.

For example, the organisation interviewed that tests different applications to support job seekers conducts continuous, step-by-step testing. Selected members of the organisation test the tool in real situations, using check lists. The interviewee mentioned that it is challenging to move to the deployment stage and it is planned to supervise the tool in real time.

In another example, involving automated rule-based granting of social benefits, different assessments were carried out. Before implementation, a group of lawyers, data protection specialists, compensation specialists and accountants performed a general impact assessment. After this, the department responsible for using the system conducted tests to decide whether the system could be used.

Following this, the system was monitored in its implementation, using a step-by-step approach. In a first step, about half of the decisions were taken by the system. In a next step, the decisions taken automatically were expanded to all negative decisions. After this, another area of decisions was added,
including all decisions on ending compensation payments. At the time the interviews were conducted, about 95% of decisions were automated. The interviewee indicated that, after carrying out these tests, they feel sure that the system is secure, and that there are no outstanding risks.

A company working on a fraud detection system replaced their rule-based system with a machine learning tool. Before changing the system, the old and new system were run in parallel to see if the machine learning system performs better than the rule-based one. The interviewee mentioned that “[there] was rigorous analysis behind it and direct feedback where we saw what would be the impact on losses versus how many good customers we were impacting negatively”. The interviewee added that, when they “were comfortable that [the machine learning system] was better [than the static rule system] in all aspects, we deployed it in its entirety”.

In other use cases, no previous automated system existed and tests were reviewed by humans. For example, an automated transcription service was tested during court hearings, when allowed by the judge. This included regular feedback on the correctness of the transcription services from judges.

One interviewee from law enforcement, working on a tool to detect domestic violence, identifies issues with precision and accuracy when using the system. If a police officer does not have sufficient training and knowledge about the system, the indicators required by the system cannot gather the required information, which could lead to miscalculation. They highlight that the robustness of the system is tested annually to assure the quality of the two questionnaires used, the completeness of the data, and the training of the police officers using the AI system. This process also considers how personal data protection laws and protocols are applied. The tests discussed focus strongly on technical aspects and general operations.

**Fundamental rights and data protection impact assessments**

Apart from data protection, which all respondents mentioned, other fundamental rights were typically not considered. Respondents only reflected about other potential impacts on fundamental rights, or mentioned that these aspects were considered, when prompted by the interviewer.

Many respondents are generally aware of discrimination issues – but often discussed this only after being explicitly asked about discrimination. Yet they gave no information about any formal, in-depth tests for discrimination. Generally, respondents ruled out the possibility that their system discriminates based on protected attributes. For example, one interviewee states that they test the system against data protection laws and specific applicable legal acts, but not fundamental rights. However, the interviewee did consider potential discrimination, but ruled it out. It needs to be kept in mind for future technologies, the interviewee stated.

However, there are cases where non-discrimination was generally considered during the testing phase of AI systems. One respondent from a municipal authority mentioned that they cannot assess the fairness of a model, because they cannot access data needed due to data protection reasons. According to the interviewee, “there is a huge tension surrounding the GDPR. So we want to do well, but might in fact be worse off, because interpretation of the data then turns out to be impossible”.

Most respondents reported that a data protection impact assessment, as required by law, was conducted, although these took different forms. A bank tested a tool for analysing speech from customer calls to find out about reoccurring problems, and carried out a data protection impact assessment.
(DPIA) specifically for testing the tool. The outcome was that the system can be tested if data were only used for the testing phase and are deleted after a certain period after the test, and if access to the data by employees is restricted to the testing phase and supervised. For the deployment of the tool, another DPIA is required in this case.

There is sometimes a lack of clarity as to what extent the use of AI and related technologies, most notably the use of algorithms, belongs to an DPIA. In the area of predictive policing, for instance, some DPIAs were done for the underlying architecture of the system, rather than the specific AI tool. Another interviewee using algorithms in financial services also mentioned not assessing the machine learning tool as such within the framework of a DPIA, because of the belief that it does not apply to the machine learning system (but the underlying data).

One interviewee felt that the data protection impact assessment for the crime heat map example was not sufficiently in depth to safeguard the quality of the model, and that the system was not equipped to deal with cross-sectoral use of data, where different rules might apply. They indicated that further standards were required.

A respondent working on migration management indicated having data protection officers involved in their analysis. The legal service has a specialised quality control AI tool to study the data protection aspects of their system. However, the respondent also mentioned that more guidance is needed.

The companies working on targeted advertising all looked into data protection issues, although not all respondents were sure if an impact assessment was conducted. The companies assessed, for example, whether only people who consented are approached in targeted communication. For targeted ads, they assessed whether information on possible re-identification is deleted, including whether cookies and trackers are anonymised.

With respect to DPIAs generally, some respondents did not know, as this was not their area of responsibility. Others knew they had a positive DPIA, but were not aware of any details. It appears that the legal assessment is sometimes detached from the technical side, with technical people not knowing about legal assessments. One interviewee from a private company working on credit risk scoring mentioned: “I make suggestions how some system could be developed and then the compliance manager tells me if it is in conformity with the laws”.

**Audits and working with external (oversight) bodies**

The public administrations and private companies involved in FRA’s research all carry out tests before deploying any AI. These are often linked to existing internal and external oversight processes. The use of AI is frequently subjected to internal review processes within companies and public administration, although these are not necessarily formalised review processes. Some interviewees mentioned that they are working on formalising existing internal review processes for overseeing AI systems.
Interviewees from the public sector say that they have to be particularly cautious before using any AI to support decisions. A representative working on migration management at a public administration indicates that “[i]n the private sector, [wrong results] might cause business-related losses, in the police it impacts people’s lives and their fundamental rights”.

Yet it is not always clear to public administration, or to businesses, who is responsible for checking and overseeing the use of AI. Public administrations appear to be under stronger scrutiny when it comes to oversight of their AI systems. Such oversight is often done through regular audits, for example connected to budgetary review.

Some interviewees, from public and private organisations, report that their AI systems are currently checked in the framework of an existing IT review (e.g. regular database checks), in the absence of review processes that specifically look into the use of AI. In addition, interviewees report about sector-specific certification schemes that also look into the use of AI – for example, in the area of health or financial services.

Several interviewees mentioned that they were in contact with data protection authorities. Some companies and public administrations sought permission from the data protection authorities before using their AI system or at least were generally in contact with them. For example, one company working on targeted advertising mentioned discussing their use of personal data with the national data protection authority.

Experts interviewed for this report further highlighted the relevance of data protection authorities for overseeing AI systems with respect to the use of personal data. However, experts strongly highlighted that data protection authorities are under-resourced for this task for two reasons. Data protection authorities often do not have relevant AI-related expertise. Additionally, their budgets are overstretched and their workload heavy.

Experts’ views differ with respect to the need of additional oversight bodies, and the potential creation of an AI specific institution. However, they agree that existing bodies all have to work on topics linked to AI within their mandates.

Equality bodies, as well as other human rights institutions, are mentioned by some interviewed experts as providing oversight concerning possible discrimination when using AI. They highlighted that these institutions need to build up expertise in this area to better contribute to the oversight of AI. However, similar to data protection authorities, this is a challenging task for equality bodies given their lack of resources.

Several interviewees mentioned consumer protection authorities as potentially providing relevant oversight on the use of AI. One respondent, working for a retail company, would like to have an advisory agency that could be consulted about possible use of AI for innovation without being investigated right away. At the moment, the company prefers to consult consumer authorities over data protection authorities about potential future marketing campaigns. This is because data protection authorities might start an investigation into their efforts.

“We are proactive not only among ourselves to mitigate risks, but we also get additional audits. We also see sometimes that some regulatory audits are quite sloppy. For us that is not good because we have lots of customer data.”

(Private company, Estonia)
When discussing oversight, those developing and using AI, as well as experts, repeatedly mention the challenge to really understand the impact when using AI. Despite the need to engage existing oversight bodies, responsibilities to oversee the use of AI from a fundamental rights perspective remain unclear.

5.3. FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS IMPACT ASSESSMENT IN PRACTICE

Many key actors in the field of fundamental rights have called for conducting fundamental rights impact assessments before using any AI-driven systems. This section highlights some of the elements that could be incorporated into such an assessment.

Fundamental rights impact assessments are needed given that a contextualised assessment is required. This is because uses of AI vary considerably in terms of complexity, level of automation, potential errors and harm, scale of application, as well as area of use. The more complex an AI system is, the more difficult it is to assess its potential impact.

While the fundamental rights implicated will vary depending on the area of application, the full spectrum of rights needs to be considered for each use of AI. However, uses of AI are likely to involve some of the rights most often affected by AI systems. The discussion in the preceding chapter makes clear that issues linked to data protection, non-discrimination, as well as access to effective remedies and a fair trial, are relevant for all uses of AI.

Thus, the following horizontal points could be a basic starting point for considering the impact of AI on selected rights:

- The legal processing of data needs to be confirmed in line with data protection laws.

If personal data are used, the full data protection framework applies. This ensures that processing is legal and does not violate a person’s rights to respect for a private and family life, and data protection.

- The processing should not lead to unfair treatment or discrimination of protected groups.

Assessing non-discrimination needs to be at the core of assessing AI. Even apparently miniscule differences can scale up and create risks contravening the principle of non-discrimination. The disadvantage to people depends on the nature (kind of harm), severity (strength of harm) and significance.
(how many people are put at a disadvantage compared to another group of people). Statistical assessments on group differences are an important tool to assess unfair and discriminatory uses of AI.30

— People subjected to AI and related technologies should be able to complain and receive effective remedies.

There should be accessible ways for people to complain about potential decisions being made and to effectively access remedies. This includes availability of information that allows the explanation of decisions.

In addition, other relevant rights in the Charter apply. Public administrations using AI need to consider good administration principles. Businesses have to take consumer protection into account.

Other rights are relevant depending on the area of application. Some examples include:

— the right to social protection, when working with social benefits;
— the right to freedom of expression and information, when using AI to support online content moderation;
— the right of assembly and of association, when considering the use of facial recognition technology in public spaces;
— the right to education, when using AI in the education sector;
— the right to asylum, when using AI to support migration management;
— the right of collective bargaining and action, when using AI in the ‘gig-economy’;
— the right to fair and just working conditions, when using AI at the workplace;
— the right to access preventive health care, when using AI in health services;
— and the right to the presumption of innocence and the right to defence, when using AI in the justice sector or for law-enforcement purposes.

Information needed to assess the potential impact on fundamental rights before implementing AI

Given the variety of tools, purposes and area of application, assessments are contextual. To be able to meaningfully respond to the horizontal points raised above, and to assess specific rights linked to different use cases, at least the following information needs to be available:

— A description of the purpose and context of the system, as well as the legal basis.
— A description of possible harm of using the system, including questions around false positives, false negatives, and other possible harm due to the automation and scale of use.
— A description of the technology used. This includes information on the data used for building the system and its legal basis for processing. A description of relevant information to include is provided in FRA’s paper on data quality and AI.41
— An evidence-based description of the accuracy of the AI system in terms of outcomes based on training data and possible tests and experiments in real life situations, if appropriate. Here, false positives and false negatives should be considered separately. These should include breakdowns for as many groups as possible to allow for checking potential discrimination (e.g. differences in the accuracy between women and men).
— Where already available, the provision of information about compliance with existing standards and potential certifications obtained.

Ex-post assessments and safeguards

Lastly, envisaging ex-post safeguards further contributes to the fundamental rights compliant use of AI. These could include:
Regular repetition of assessments after deployment, where appropriate. This is important to learn about potential feedback loops and in case rules are updated. This also requires recording information on the use and outcomes of the system to the extent data protection is respected.

Making people subjected to AI systems aware that they are subjected to this technology, as they can otherwise not challenge any decision affecting them.

Making available easily accessible channels for effectively complaining about decisions made based on the AI system.

Engaging external experts, stakeholders and oversight bodies

The above information could be the basis for consultation with different stakeholders and experts before a particular AI system is used. Depending on the nature of the application and its legal basis, a consultation with relevant stakeholders would ensure that no potential harm has been omitted and different perspectives are brought into the assessment. Stakeholders could include civil society; different public and private organisations; as well as experts from different fields of fundamental rights, including data protection.

As the ten experts interviewed for this report highlighted, existing oversight bodies are also responsible for AI oversight within their mandates. Sector-specific bodies and certification schemes are doing this to some extent, the interviews suggest – for example, in health care and financial oversight.

To monitor, comprehend and effectively respond to the potential impacts of AI on a wide spectrum of fundamental rights, data protection authorities, equality bodies, ombuds institutions and national human rights institutions could play an important role, providing input and oversight from their various points of expertise. However, as interviews indicated, extensive upskilling and resource allocation is needed to underpin this.
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MOVING FORWARD: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

This report is published amidst ongoing European legislative and policy developments on artificial intelligence and the global fight against the coronavirus. The Covid-19 pandemic has potentially quickened acceptance of innovative technologies. Yet it has also shown that AI is not the panacea to all problems, and comes with various challenges.

This report clearly shows that using AI systems engages a wide range of fundamental rights. It also shows that many businesses and public administrations are already using or planning to use AI and related technologies. However, these technologies involve different levels of complexity. Most examples use relatively simple algorithms. The level of automation also varies. Most – but not all – decision making is subject to human review.

The applications currently used are also often only in the development stage. EU and national legislators and policymakers should keep this reality in mind – especially when presented with optimistic expectations of AI’s potential vis-à-vis the challenges related to using new technologies and the need to regulate them.

The vast majority of public administrations and businesses interviewed plan to keep working on or using AI. Only two interviewees indicated that they will not further use or develop AI. Another two interviewees are cautious. They plan to wait and see what others are doing, including because of a lack of resources for further work on using AI.

However, most said that they will further develop or continue to test tools and (data) infrastructure with respect to the use of AI. This includes starting new or continuing ongoing pilots, evaluating existing efforts, sharing data and results with others, increasing data quality, or trying to obtain other data sources.

Some interviewees mentioned that they are engaged in ongoing debates and expressed the desire to contribute to the further development of legislation. They still see the current situation – the absence of harmonised law in the area – as an obstacle to the further use of AI. In addition, some respondents said they are working on issues linked to the interpretability of AI. This means that they are working on methods that enhance understanding and explanation of decisions based on more complex AI. Some indicated a desire to look more closely into ethical and legal matters.

Figure 7 shows correlations of words interviewees often use when talking about their future use of AI. The figure indicates topics that are often raised. For example, interviewees often used the term ‘data’ when discussing future developments.
Effectively and adequately protecting fundamental rights in the EU is a key objective of the current efforts to better regulate the use of AI. In the context of upcoming EU legislation on AI, the European Commission’s White Paper addresses current gaps, helping to mitigate the uncertainty around the use of AI with respect to fundamental rights, and making the use of AI more transparent and accountable in terms of fundamental rights. It includes requirements for AI use that directly link to the information needed to assess the impact of AI on fundamental rights, as discussed above.

Requirements linked to the description of training data, data and record keeping, information to be provided to those subjected to AI, robustness and accuracy, as well as human oversight are all highly relevant when assessing and protecting fundamental rights. In this respect, the body of evidence presented in this report offers general insights into how different technologies can affect fundamental rights and what safeguards are needed to ensure fully fundamental rights-compliant use of AI in practice.

At the same time, further research into the fundamental rights implications of the use of AI in specific areas will further support policy and legislative efforts at the EU level aiming to shape Europe’s digital future more widely.
FRA will continue to look into the fundamental implications of AI by carrying out more focussed analysis of specific use cases. To increase knowledge on what can potentially go wrong and consequently help mitigate and prevent fundamental rights violations, FRA will look into potential simulation studies. These can showcase how biased algorithms can negatively affect fundamental rights.

The use of AI often involves automating tasks that were previously carried out by humans. Here we need to acknowledge that human behaviour is sometimes not in line with fundamental rights, both when using AI and when not using AI. For example, the police might engage in unlawful profiling. Decisions by public administration or companies might sometimes be driven by negative stereotypes.

Current developments in the use of AI need to acknowledge the potential for discrimination with respect to the data on which an AI system is built, and with respect to the underlying assumptions that humans in turn may feed into the development and deployment of a system. Automating certain tasks without fully understanding what is being automated could lead to unlawful processing of data, the use of technology that treats people unfairly, and might make it impossible to challenge certain outcomes – to name some challenges.

However, the increased availability of data and technological tools can also be used to better understand where and how unequal treatment occurs. Current technological developments and the increased availability of data also provide a unique opportunity to better understand the structures of society, which can be used to support fundamental rights compliance. The opportunities created by AI can also contribute to better understanding and consequently mitigation of fundamental rights violations.
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Artificial intelligence (AI) already plays a role in deciding what unemployment benefits someone gets, where a burglary is likely to take place, whether someone is at risk of cancer, or who sees that catchy advertisement for low mortgage rates. Its use keeps growing, presenting seemingly endless possibilities. But we need to make sure to fully uphold fundamental rights standards when using AI.

This report presents concrete examples of how companies and public administrations in the EU are using, or trying to use, AI. It focuses on four core areas – social benefits, predictive policing, health services and targeted advertising.

The report discusses the potential implications for fundamental rights and analyses how such rights are taken into account when using or developing AI applications. In so doing, it aims to help ensure that the future EU regulatory framework for AI is firmly grounded in respect for human and fundamental rights.